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(ABSTRACT)
T

The relationship between mobility of vested plan

participants and the use of reciprocity agreements in

multiemployer plans was investigated. The assumption that

pension benefit forfeiture retards worker mobility was

considered. The assumption that worker mobility is enhanced

by benefit preservation is one of the justifications for tax

incentives provided retirement plans.

Several variables were considered in addition to the

use or nonuse of reciprocity agreements; however, none of

the variables were found to be significantly related to the

turnover rate for vested plan participants in multiemployer

plans. The primary conclusion of the research was that the

hypothesis that benefit preservation through the use of

reciprocity agreements in multiemployer plans is ineffective

in increasing turnover for vested plan participants could

not be rejected.
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A I. Problem Discussion

Introduction

In 1974, Congress passed the Employee Retirement

Security Act (ERISA). The Act has several purposes

including the improvement of private sector pension

benefits and increased worker mobility. ERISA does not

require an employer to provide pension coverage for

employees; however, the legislation contains tax incentives

for employers who operate pension plans in accordance with

prescribed guidelines. Some of the guidelines are

designed to preserve pension benefits for the mobile worker.

Such pension benefit preservation is assumed to increase

worker mobility because the threat of pension benefit

forfeiture is reduced. It is this mobility assumption which

is the focus of this dissertation.

Preservation Techniques

Pension benefit preservation refers to any method

whereby accrued pension benefit forfeitures are reduced or

eliminated. McGill indicates there are only two basic

approaches to preserving accrued pension benefits in terms

of legal rights, namely vesting and reciprocity.1

1 Dan M. McGill, Preservation of Pension Benefit Rights
(Homewood, Illinois: Richard D. Irwin, 1972), p. 3.

1
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Vesting removes the obligation of a plan participant to

remain in the employment to be legally entitled to a

retirement benefit while reciprocity involves mutual

recognition of service by two or more pension plans. Both

preservation techniques will be discussed more fully below.

Although vesting and reciprocity confer legal rights to

accrued pension benefits, portability has the practical

effect of preserving accrued pension benefits for the mobile

worker. The U.S. Department of Labor indicates that,

"Portability is a very misunderstood concept. Portability is

NOT [author's emphasis] the ability to transfer all pension

benefits accrued. Unless an employee has vested benefits,

there is nothing to transfer."2 Thus, portability refers

to the right of a terminating employee to have the monetary

value of his pension benefits transferred to a succeeding

pension plan or other depository.

Phillips and Fletcher suggest that portability preserves

accrued pension benefits in the following ways.

1. The former employer may experience financial
difficulties which jeopardize the terminated
participant's vested benefits.

2. Fragmentary benefits may not be worth filing for
while combined benefits may be valuable.

2 U.S., Department of Labor, Pension and Welfare Benefit
Programs. Women and Private Pension Plans, 1980, p. 7.
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3. Subsequent employers may increase benefits for past
service which is credited when funds are transferred.

4. The employer and/or employee may loäe track of the
benefit due to poor record keeping.

While vesting, reciprocity and portability do not

exhaust the possibilities for pension benefit preservation

for the mobile worker, they do represent the most commonly

used approaches. Congress primarily used vesting and

portability in ERISA to preserve accrued pension benefits.

ERISA Accrued Pension Benefit Preservation

Congress expressed concern for accrued pension benefits

forfeited by mobile workers in the ERISA legislative history.

ERISA contains increased vesting rights for plan

participants, portability provisions and protection against

backloading. Backloading is the practice whereby early plan

service has less value for pension benefit computation than

does later service.

A Senate passed version of ERISA contained voluntary

portability provisions." The proposed legislation would

have established a Pension Benefit Portability Fund. _

Qualified Pension plan distributions for terminated

3 Susan Meredith Phillips and Linda Pickthorne Fletcher,
"The Future of the Portable Pension Concept," Industrial
Labor Relations Review (January 1977):197.

4
U.S., Congress, Senate, Retirement Income Security for
Employees Act of 1973, S. 4, pp. 140-141.
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participants would have been accepted by the Fund.
”

Distributions would have been invested and distributed at

retirement age. This voluntary portability fund provision

was omitted by the Conference Committee; however, its

consideration by Congress does illustrate the interest which

Congress had in accrued pension benefit preservation.

Nevertheless, certain portability provisions were included in

ERISA including the right to transfer qualified plan

distributions upon termination to Individual Retirement

Accounts or other qualified plans.5

Thus, Congress was well aware of the plight of mobile

workers in terms of accrued pension benefit forfeiture.

ERISA incorporated vesting requirements, backloading

guidelines and portability provisions to preserve the accrued

pension benefits of the mobile worker. Such preservation was

assumed to increase worker mobility.

Vesting

One of the significant ERISA requirements that tax

qualified plans must include in their provisions is the

vesting requirement. "In defined benefit plans, vesting

refers to the right of a participant to receive his accrued

pension benefit at normal or early retirement whether or not

5 I.R.C. §402(a)(5),(6).
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he is in the service of the employer at the time."6

It is widely believed that improved vesting promotes

worker mobility because the threat of pension benefit

forfeiture is reduced or removed.7 The Senate Finance

Committee Report on ERISA notes this widely held belief.

In general, although there has been some
discernible progress to permit early vesting
of benefits to employees, some employers are
inclined to defer such vesting until the
employee reaches a normal or early retirement

_ formula. This is essentially based on the
belief that it will discourage and deter such
employees from geaving the job before reaching
retirement age.

Furthermore, the Senate Report indicates that the Senate

Committee shared the belief that increased vesting would

promote worker mobility. The Report states that the Senate

Finance Committee "believes that more rapid vesting is

desirable because it will improve the mobility of labor and

in this manner promote a more healthy economy."9 To

improve mobility through vesting, ERISA provides minimum

6 Dan M. McGill, Fundamentals of Private Pensions, 5th ed.
(Homewood, Illinois: Richard D. Irwin, 1984), p. 135.

7 John B. Lansing and Eva Mueller, The Geographic Mobilty
Labor (Ann Arbor, Michigan: Univ. of Michigan Survey
Research Center, 1967), p. 159.

8
U.S., Congress, Senate, Finance Committee, Employee
Retirement Income Security Act. S. Report 93-383, 93rd
Congress., 1st sess., 1974, p. 595.

9
Ibid., p. 93.
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vesting standards which permit the use of one of three

vesting options.l0

1. The simplest standard provides no vesting until the
Ä participant has ten years of service. After ten

years of service the participant must be fully vested
in all accrued benefits.

2. A second option requires at least 25 percent vesting
of a participant's accrued benefit after five years
of recognized service, another five percent each year
during the next five years, and an additional ten
percent each year during the following five years.8
Thus, after fifteen years the participant must be
fully vested.

3. The third alternative is frequently referred to as
the "Rule of 4S". Under this alternative a
participant with five years of service must be
50 percent vested whenever his attained age and
years of recognized service total 45. After this
point, the participant will receive an additional
ten percent vesting in each following year until
the accrued benefit is fully vested.

lt is important to note that recognized service for

vesting purposes generally includes all years of service with

the employer— even years before the employee was a plan

participant. ERISA provided, however, that years of service

before age 22 could be excluded for vesting purposes. The

age 22 guideline was reduced to age 18 by the Retirement

Equity Act of 1983.11 Thus, Congress has taken one more

step towards full and immediate vesting.

10
ERISA §203(a), I.R.C. § 411(a).

ll
U.S., Congress, Senate, Retirement Equity Act of 1983.
S. 19, 98th Cong., 1st sess., 1983.
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BackloadingEven

with full and immediate vesting there is no

guarantee that a terminated participant will have adequate

pension benefit protection without restrictions on

backloading. In defined benefit plans, backloading is a

threat to the early leaver. Backloading is an arrangement

whereby long service is encouraged by providing a higher

scale of pension benefits for the later years of service than

for the earlier years. Backloading also results from the use

of the final years salary average to compute the pension

benefit. If backloading in its extreme form is permitted,

the terminating participant may be fully vested in an

inconsequential benefit.

The Federal Civil Service Retirement System has a

backloading scheme whereby an annual benefit accrual of 1.5%

is provided for the first five years of service, 1.75% for

the next five years of service and 2% for all service beyond

the first ten years. Since the Federal benefit is based on

the high three years of pay, the latter years of service may

be worth five times as much as the earlier years of service

when computing retirement benefits.

ERISA has three alternative tests which are designed to

limit backloading.12 If a plan formula meets any one of

these tests the arrangement is acceptable.

12
ERISA §204(b)(1), I.R.C. §4l1(b)(1).
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1. The 3 percent rule requires the participant's
accrued benefit at least equal the product of
participation times 3 percent of the benefit
that would have been payable if he started
participation at the earliest possible age
and served continuously to retirement age.

2. The 133 and one-third rule requires that the
benefit accrual rate for any participant for
any future year of service may not be more than
one-third higher than the accrual rate for the
current year.

3. The fractional rule provides for proration of
the projected normal retirement benefit over
the years of plan participation.

The tests use current salary to compute the projected

benefit; thus the terminating participant has no protection

from inflation.

Research Objective

The objective of this study is to provide empirical

evidence concerning the relationship between accrued pension

benefit preservation and worker mobility. Congress assumes

the relationship is positive and significant. This

assumption is examined in this research. _

The research focuses on the mobility of vested

participants in multiemployer pension plans. Multiemployer

plans are collectively bargained plans in which two or more

employers participate. Illustration One shows an arrangement

where three employers, A, B and C, participate in

Multiemployer Plan One. Employees of A, B and C may move
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MULTIEMPLOYER PENSION

PLAN

ONEEMPLOYERA EMPLOYER B EMPLOYER C

Note: Employees of A, B and C may move among the
employers and maintain full coverage under
Multiemployer Pension Plan One.

Illustration One: Multiemployer Pension Plan Arrangement
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freely between the employers and maintain full coverage under

Multiemployer Plan One. When employees of A, B and C leave

employment within the group, the employees face the threat of

substantial pension benefit forfeiture. The forfeiture

threat is substantially reduced by the use of reciprocity

agreements.

Reciprocity agreements are contractual arrangements

between multiemployer plans as shown in Illustration Two.

These agreements are designed to maintain pension coverage

for the mobile worker as if the worker had coverage under

only one plan. Such protection is accomplished frequently by

insuring immediate and full vesting under the new plan and by

using combined service under participating plans to compute

the pension benefit. This research assesses the extent to

which the preservation of pension benefits through the use of

reciprocity agreements correlates with worker turnover.

The turnover rate for vested plan participants in plans

using reciprocity agreements compares with the turnover rate

for plans that do not engage in reciprocity agreements.

Following the logic of Congress, one would expect the

turnover rate to be substantially higher for those plans
'

using reciprocity agreements because the threat of pension

benefit forfeiture would be sharply curtailed or in many

cases, eliminated. Workers would not be trapped in their job

due to the fear of loss of pension benefits due to the

preservation of their benefits under reciprocity.
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EMPLOYER D EMPLOYER E EMPLOYER F

MULTIEMTLOYER PENSION

PLAN TWO

I
RECIPROCITY AGREEMENT

MULTIEMPLOYER PENSION

PLAN ONE

EMPLOYER A EMPLOYER B EMPLOXER C

Illustration Two: Reciprocity Agreement Between Multiemployer Plans
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Importance of the Research

The importance of the study is related to three

significant issues. First, tax policy in the pension area is

formulated to promote worker mobility through tax incentives

which encourage pension benefit preservation. Is this

objective of Federal tax policy being attained? Secondly,
‘

pension policy is based to a certain extent on the assumption

that workers will behave in a rational manner when considering

retirement matters. Are workers rational in their retirement

planning? Third, the cost of reciprocity agreements to pension

plans which participate in such contracts is unknown. The

empirical evidence provided by this research will assist

actuaries in determining the cost of reciprocity.

Tax Policy and Pension Benefit Preservation
A

There is a long history of tax incentives designed to

promote adequate retirement benefits. One of the ways tax

policy has sought to provide adequate retirement benefits is

through increased pension preservation by vesting, portability

and restrictions on backloading. Tax incentives have been used

_ as a subsidy and as a regulatory device. The most significant

pension legislation passed by Congress is ERISA. Prior to this

legislation there was no requirement for minimum vesting

nor portability provisions. The vesting requirements of ERISA

are only a small portion of the rules controlling the operation
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of private sector pension plans.

It must be remembered, however, that pension law applies

generally only to those plans which are taking advantage of

the tax incentives provided by tax law. The more notable

tax incentives include:

1. The employer receives an immediatelgeduction for
contributions to a qualified plan.

2. Income earned by assets of a qualified plan are
not taxable until distribution.

3. Plan participgnts are not taxed until funds are
distributed.

4. Lump-sum distributions may receive speiäal tax
treatment in the year of distribution.

5. Voluntary contributions made in the form of salary
reduction agreements are deductible by the employee
and the tax ii7postponed until the year of
distribution.

6. If the distribution of employer securities
qualifies as a lump—sum distribution the "net
unrealized appreciation" in the employer's
securities is not subäect to tax until the
securities are sold.

7. If an employee receives a lump-sum distribution
from a qualified plan and transfers all or part
of the distribution to a rollover individual
retirement account within 60 days thereafter,

13 1.R.c. §50l(a).
11 1.R.c. §402(a)(1).
13 I.R.C. §402(a)(2) and (e).

16 1.11.c. §2039(¤> and (ß).
17 I.R.C. saouk).
18 I.R.C. §402(e)(4)(D).
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the rollover amount is not taxed.l9 The rollover
provisigö has been extended to the employee's
spouse.

8. A participant who irrevocably elects to provide a
survivor benefit is not deemed to have made a taxable
gift at the time of such election to the extenälthat
benefits are funded by employer contributions.

Such favorable tax treatment is not a recent phenomenon.

Such incentives date back to the Revenue Act of 1921 which

exempted from current taxation the income on trusts for stock

bonus or profit sharing plans, and by administrative ruling

pension trusts were awarded the same treatment.22 The

Revenue Act of 1926 formalized the exemption for income of

pension trusts.23

Prior to the 1921 legislation, payments to cover current

pension liabilities were usually deductible as an ordinary

business expense while the interest income of a pension or

profit sharing trust was taxable. The Revenue Act of 1928

for the first time permitted employers to deduct

contributions in excess of current liabilities which were

provided to reduce past liabilities.2A

19 ·
I.R.C. §402(a)(5).

20 I.R.C. §402(a)(7).

211.11.6. 52517.
22 42 Stat. 247, §219(f) (1921).

23 az. sta:. 62, s219<1> (1926).
24 S2 Stat. 802, § 23(g) (1928).
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Legislative regulation of retirement plans was continued

in the Revenue Act of 1938. In 1938, legislation required

the pension trust to be irrevocable thus stopping the

practice of employers taking large deductions for

contributions made to trusts during years of high earnings

and recapturing those earnings by revoking the trust in poor

years.25 The 1942 Revenue Act continued the regulation.

It permitted tax benefits for those plans that did not

discriminate in favor of officers and highly paid

employees.26 The 1938 and 1942 legislation was reenacted

in the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 which in amended form

contains the basis of tax treatment of pension plans today.

It should be remembered that the legislative requirements

apply only to plans which take advantage of the favorable tax

treatment. This carrot—stick approach has been used since

the early stages of development.

Cymrot concluded that without tax incentives there would

be no pension plans in labor contracts negotiated between

employers and unions. He said that a progressive tax

-
provides tax incentives for workers to stretch wage payments

over as many periods as possible. This assertion is based on

the reasoning that, ceteris paribus, the present value of

after tax income is higher if the same amount is received

25 52 Stat. 518, §165(a)(2) (1938).

26 S6 Stat. 798, §162(a)(4) (1942).
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over many periods rather than a few periods. In addition,

Cymrot concluded that deferring tax payments also increases
G

the present value of after tax income because a worker can'

take advantage of tax breaks by accepting deferred wages.

Cymrot based some of his findings on economic analysis

as well as historical evidence. He pointed out that in the

early years, income tax affected only a small portion of the

population and pension coverage did not expand rapidly. In

1940 there were 4.1 million workers covered by U.S. pension

plans. These were primarily in large noncompetitive

industries. The most rapid coverage increase occurred during

the period 1940 to 1960, when plan coverage reached 21.1

million. Such rapid growth in coverage was correlated with a

rapid growth in the proportion of the workforce affected by

l income taxation.27

The private sector retirement programs have flourished

in this favorable tax environment. There are more than

800,000 private employer pension plans which have assets in

excess of $600 billion and which receive approximately $60

billion in contributions annually.28 Private pension plans

have become the single largest source of investment capital.

27
D.J. Cymrot, "Tax Incentives, Turnover Costs and Private
Pensions," Southern Economic Journal (October 1981)
48:365-76.

28
Stanford G. Ross, "Private Sector Retirement Security:
Need for A Comprehensive National Income Security Policy,"
National Journal (March 31, 1984):640.
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The tax incentives which encourage adequate pensions are

expensive due to the tax deductions which are provided.

Federal tax deductions for private pensions are estimated in

the Reagan administration's budget to cost $68 billion for

1985.29 Due to the increasing Federal deficit, the tax

advantages provided retirement plans are coming under

increasing scrutiny. Even if the Federal deficit is

substantially reduced, opposition to Federal tax expenditures

will continue to exist due to differences in opinion

concerning tax policy.

Much of the current debate from a tax policy viewpoint

centers on whether the tax concessions provided are a

preference or whether they conform to a broad taxation

philosophy. The predominant view is that the retirement

oriented tax concessions are a preference and can be

justified only in terms of overriding economic and social

goals. A minority view considers the tax concessions to be

part of a taxation scheme which focuses on consumption as the

proper object of taxation rather than income.3O In other

words, a consumption tax would, by its very nature, exclude

from taxation, income which is set aside for retirement.

Since it is likely that tax policy concerning retirement plan

29 1616., p. 641.
90 Joseph A. Pechman, Federal Tax Policy (Washington, D.C.:

Brookings Institute, 1983), p. 205.
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tax incentives will continue to be formulated based on the

preference view, it is the social argument of the need to

provide retirement benefits and the economic argument of the

the need to promote worker mobility that will continue to

sustain the incentives.

One of the economic arguments which has been presented in

support of the preferential tax treatment afforded qualified

retirement programs is that the desirable economic objective

of labor_mobility is promoted by current tax law. Thus,

labor mobility and adequate retirement benefits are viewed as

objectives which are incompatible as long as the mobile

worker faces the threat of substantial benefit forfeiture.

Congress has tried to reduce the threat of substantial

benefit forfeiture for the mobile worker by legislating

vesting requirements, backloading restrictions and

portability.

The results of this research provides empirical evidence

as to the relationship between benefit preservation and

worker mobility. Significant revenue is foregone each year

in part to promote worker mobility through benefit

preservation. This research gives insight in determining if

our tax policy is effective in terms of promoting worker

mobility. Tax policy should be based on empirical evidence

to the extent possible and not on mere supposition. While

further study may be indicated, this research provides

preliminary empirical results concerning the issue.
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Retirement Planning

The express assumption in ERISA and the legislative

history is that the worker considers retirement benefits to

be an important factor when making a job change decision.

The Senate Finance Committee noted,

Present law generally does not require a retirement
plan to give a covered employee vested rights to
benefits- that is, the right to receive benefits
even if he leaves or loses his job before retirement
age. ...failure to vest more rapidly is charged
with interfering with the mobility of labor, to the
d . 3etriment of the economy.

This same view is shared by many authors in the pension

field. Lynn notes, "Creation of a pension plan is a means of

attracting and holding employees."32 The clear implication

in these comments is that the worker is cognizant of his

pension benefit and concerned about its preservation. The

expectation is that the worker who contemplates a job change

will factor in the effect of such job change on his pension

benefits.

It has been noted by other pension experts that the

empirical evidence frequently does not support the assumption

that the worker behaves as expected in terms of providing for

retirement. McGill notes that before ERISA, virtually all

31 U.S., Congress, Senate, Finance committee, Employee
Retirement Income Security Act. S. Report 93-383, 93rd
Cong., 1st sess., 1974, p 93.

32 Robert J. Lynn, The Pension Crisis (Lexington, Ma:
Lexington Books, D.C. Heath & Co. 1983), p. 45.
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contributory plans provided that, if a terminating employee

exercised his right to withdraw his own contributions, with

interest, if any, he would forfeit all rights to any pension

benefits attributable to employer contributions. McGill

points out that terminating employees attracted by lump-sum

distributions, almost invariably withdrew their own

contributions, in many cases relinquishing rights to deferred

pensions having an actuarial present value greatly in excess

of the employee contributions recovered.33 Boulding notes

that,

It is argued however, that many people are
not rationally motivated and that hardly anyone
is completely motivated by their rational
considerations and that therefore under a
purely voluntary system of retiregänt many

would not provide for themselves.

The empirical evidence provided by this research permits

insight into the worker in terms of retirement planning. If

the results suggest the worker is not behaving as an

"economic man" in terms of retirement planning then there

would be additional support for increased government

involvement in retirement planning. If the evidence

indicates that workers behave as an "economic man" then the

lack of retirement planning assumptions would be weakened,

thus the argument for increased government involvement.

33 McGill, Fundamentals of Private Pensions, p. 133.

3A Kenneth Boulding, The Economics of Aging, 2nd ed.
(Belmont, Ca.: Wadsworth Publishing Co., 1980), p. 85.
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The Cost of Reciprocity Agreements

Reciprocity agreements increase pension costs because

the mobile worker is able to prevent at least a break in

service which would enable the employee to participate

immediately in the new plan. Also, combined service would

permit employees to be vested in benefits under both plans

where without the agreement the employee as a plan

participant may not be eligible under either plan.

g From an actuarial standpoint it would be necessary to

lower the assumed turnover rate to provide for the increased

reciprocal coverage. The use of a lower turnover rate for

actuarial purposes does not mean that the actual turnover

rate of employees will be lower where a reciprocity agreement

is being used. The lower rate is the actuary's method of

recognizing the effects of combined service under two or more

plans.

McGinn indicated that the long range cost implications

of reciprocal agreements are difficult to assess. He

estimated, however, that using reasonable actuarial judgment,

reciprocity agreements could add as little as one-half of 1%

or as much as 8-10% to a plan's costs, depending on the

plan's general level of employee turnover.35

The issue of plan liability estimation is of current

35 Daniel F. McGinn, Actuarial Fundamentals for
Multiemployer Plans (Brookfield, Wi.: International
Foundation of Employee Benefit Plans, 1982), p. 24.
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concern to the accounting profession. This research should

have relevance to the current activity of the Financial

Accounting Standards Board (FASB) in establishing criteria

for accounting for pension plans. In 1983, FASB issued a

Discussion Memorandum entitled (an analysis of additional

issues related to) Employer's Accounting for Pensions and

Other Postemployment Benefits. Issue 11 of the Discussion

Memorandum discussed some of the concerns of FASB in regard

to accounting for multiemployer plans. One concern is

the measurement of potential plan withdrawal liability.

Liability measurement is of recurring concern to the

accounting profession. "One of the significant problems of

pension accounting has been the variety of different

acceptable methods of measuring or computing the amount of

pension cost and pension liability."36 The Board has been

considering entering the actuarial domain and dictating

certain actuarial assumptions to be used in computing plan

liability. FASB suggested that the pension benefit

obligation be measured as the actuarial present value of

benefits attributed to employee service to the date of the

financial statements.37 Subsequent FASB guidelines have

36
Preliminary Views. no. 1032 (Stamford, Ct.: FASB,
1982), p. 8.

37
FASB Statement No. 35, Accounting and Reporting by
Eefäned Benefit Pension Plans (Stamford, Ct.: FASB, 1982),
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suggested the measurement technique recommended above be'

altered by making adjustments for changes in future

compensation levels assuming the benefit is a function of

future compensation levels.38

Clearly the FASB is interested in actuarial assumptions

as they relate to determination of plan liability. An

actuarial assumption that has received little attention thus ·

far involves the use of reciprocity agreements. What

assumptions should be made in regard to the cost of using a

reciprocity agreement? The current actuarial practice is to

reduce the withdrawal rate to increase the plan liability. l

An actuary of a national actuarial firm indicated in a

conversation that he reduces the withdrawal rate by 25%;

however, such a reduction is not based on specific data but

primarily guesswork.

The problem is that the current record system is not

adequate to keep track of the entire work history of a plan

participant. It is possible under the current arrangement

for employees to work with several employers and not earn a

retirement benefit under any individual employer plan.

However, by accumulating service under the terms of a

reciprocity agreement the total service may be sufficient to

create a liability for each employer's plan. Such potential

liabilities create a measurement problem for the pension

actuary and the accountant.
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This research will give additional insight into the

response of workers to the use of reciprocity agreements. In

many respects actuarial science is more art than science.

The results of this research will provide the actuary and the

accountant with additional information when estimating the

cost of participating in a reciprocity agreement.

Chapter Summary

Congress has provided tax incentives to promote worker

mobility. Such mobility is indirectly promoted by requiring

vesting, backloading limitations and portability for tax

qualified plans. Such tax policy is promoted through

substantial foregone revenues. In addition, such tax policy

is based on the assumption that retirement planning is a

significant factor when a worker makes a job change decision.

This study provides empirical evidence that will assist

in assessing the extent to which pension benefits influence

worker behavior. It provides insight into the job change

decision in regard to pension benefits. Such findings thus

indicate whether the foregone tax revenue is well spent.

The empirical evidence is the experience of

multiemployer plan participants who are vested, i.e.,

generally those with ten or more years of service. Not only

does the research provide insight into worker mobility and

tax policy but it should be helpful to the actuarial and
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accountiug profession in determining the cost of the use of

reciprocity agreements.



II. Review of the Relevant Literature

‘ Introduction
The literature review serves several purposes. First,

it provides background information concerning multiemployer

plans for a better understanding of the research.

Furthermore, previous research concerning multiemployer plans

is reviewed where it is appropriate to this research. The

use of reciprocity agreements by multiemployer plans receives

particular attention.

A second topic of primary concern is worker mobility.

Worker mobility has received substantial research attention

and this research is outlined. Research which has been

designed to assess the influence of pension benefits in the

job change decision is also reviewed.

Multiemployer Plans

Pension plans may be divided between single employer

plans and multiple employer plans. Although certain plans are

not easily classified, it is clear that multiemployer plans

are a type of multiple employer plan. Multiemployer plans
A

are defined by ERISA as a multiple employer plan maintained

puISuant to a collective bargaining agreement to which more

than one employer contributes.

The multiemployer p1a¤ was permitted for the first time

26
U
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in the Labor—Management Relations Act of 1947, commonly

referred to as the Taft-Hartley Act. The Act requires that

employer contributions for employee benefits be made to

either a trust jointly and equally administered by union and

employer representative or to a life insurer under an

insurance contract issued to the employer as a contract

holder.

The Act requires that the basis for contributions to a

jointly managed trust be in a written contract between the _

union and the employer. This contract is generally referred

to as the collective bargaining agreement. Taft-Hartley also

requires that a procedure be established for resolving

deadlocks between the parties and that the trust document be

nondiscriminatory with regard to union and nonunion members.

ERISA requires that funds be audited at least once a year and

that all financial transactions of the trust be disclosed.

Annual certification of the funding status is required.

Therefore, there may be three documents involved in the

formation of a multiemployer pension plan which affect

pension rights- (1) the collective bargaining agreement

concerning contributions to a jointly administered trust;

(2) a pension plan document which details the plan operations

and the rights of participants and (3) reciprocity agreement

which extends the rights of a terminating participant in his

accrued benefits. The unions dominate the multiemployer
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plans because there are several employers and only one union.

The multiemployer plan population has grown rapidly and

is estimated to include about 2,600 plans today with more

than nine million participants.4O There have been three'

major studies of multiemployer plans in the past fifteen

years which have been largely descriptive in nature. In the

early 1970*S, McDonald studied plans with 100 or more

employees. His study was limited to this segment of the

multiemployer plan population because information for smaller

plans was not available. He estimated that there were about

1,990 multiemployer plans with 100 or more employees. Of

these 1990 plans he was able to locate and survey 1225. The

survey yielded 681 usable responses. Some of the findings of

his survey will be discussed below.

A second study of multiemployer plans was issued in 1978

by the Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation (PBGC). The

study was conducted as requested by Congress. The study used

data as reported on FORM PBGC-1 and the Department of Labor

FORM D-2. Some of the findings will be summarized below.

The third study of multiemployer plans was released by the

_ Department of Labor in 1979. It was conducted under contract

by the private firm, Towers, Perrin, Forster & Crosby, Inc.

40 Ronald L. Huling, Study of Multiemployer Plans
(Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, July
1, 1978), Appendix II, p. 3.
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The purpose of the study was to determine the characteristics

of multiemployer plans for guidance in future development of

regulations and secondly, to assess the impact of ERISA on

multiemployer plans. Some of the findings of this study will

be detailed below.

The multiemployer plans usually have a common industry

bond, for example, construction or transportation. Some

plans, however, are in different industries and the union may

be the only common bond. McDonald found that the

multiemployer plans were distributed as shown in Table

One.4l Table One indicates that the construction industry

had 73.4% of all reciprocity agreements in use while covering

36.5% of the plan participants for those plans using

reciprocity agreements.

The PBGC study found that the distribution of plans by

industry was somewhat different than that reported by

McDonald. The PBGC findings are illustrated in Table

Tw0.42 Table Two illustrates that the dominance of the

construction industry diminished significantly in the ten

years since the McDonald study and the manufacturing and

service industries had increased in representation for those

plans which use reciprocity agreements.

41
McDonald, p. 51.

42 Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation, Multiemployer
Study (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing
Office, July 1, 1978), Appendix II, p. 3„
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Table One

Industry Distribution Of Multiemployer Plans Using
Reciprocity Agreements From The McDonald Study

Industry Plans(Z) EmEloyees(%)

Construction 73.4 36.5

Manufacturing 9.4 21.2

Service 6.6 8.9

Teamsters 10.6 33.4
100.0 100.0

SOURCE: Maurice E. McDonald, Recigrocity Among Private
Multiemgloyer Pension Plans (Homewood, Illinois,:Richard D.
Irwin, INC. l975)» P. 51.
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Table Two

Industry Distribution Of Multiemployer Plans Using
Reciprocity Agreements From The PBGC Study

Industry P1ans(Z) Employees(Z)

Manufacturing 14.1 22.7

Construction 50.3 27.5

Transportation 7.5 20.8

Communications and Utilities 1.5 0.3

Services 12.2 10.4

Trade 8.4 8.3

Other and Unknown 6.0 9.0
100.00 100.0

SOURCE: Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation,
Multiemployer Study (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government
Printing Office, July 1, 1978), Appendix II, p. 3.
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Table Three shows the distribution of plans using

reciprocity agreements by industry as determined by the
l

Department of Labor study.43 The DOL study results ·

support the conclusion that industries other than

construction are becoming involved in reciprocity agreements

and that proportionally non-construction industries represent

the majority of the reciprocity agreement users. The service

industry shows substantial gains in use as would be expected.

The transportation industry has also grown proportionally.

The DOL study explained the variation as either a

nonresponse bias or the economy during the middle seventies

may have changed the pattern of reciprocity with fewer

construction industry plans being willing to afford the added

cost of reciprocity. The data collected in this research

will be compared with the results of these previous studies.

In terms of the geographical distribution of plans using

reciprocity agreements, the McDonald study findings are shown

in Table Four.44 The plans using reciprocity agreements

are predominantly located in the northeast although the

Pacific area has substantial representation with 17% and it

has an even larger share of the covered population at 31%.

The middle Atlantic states are the dominant geographical

43 Huling, p. IV—8B.

44 McDonald, p. 55.
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Table Three

Industry Distribution Of Multiemployer Plans Using
Reciprocity Agreements From The DOL Study

Industry Plans(Z)

Construction 42

Transportation 18

Services 15

Utilities 2

Other 23
100

SOURCE: Ronald L. Huling, Study of Multiemployer Plans
(Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, July 1,
1978), Appendix II, p. 3.
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Table Four

Geographical Distribution Of Multiemployer Plans Using
Reciprocity Agreements From The McDonald Study

Location Plans(Z) Employees(Z)

NE 12.0 3.8

MA 40.8 30.9

SA 8.2 3.5

ENC 14.5 23.8

WNC 3.3 1.6

' ESC 0.5 0.0

WSC 0.8 3.5

MTN 2.9 1.9

PAC 17.0 31.0
100.0 100.0

Where:

NE= New England - CT., Me., Ma., N.H., R.I., Vt.

MA= Middle Atlantic - N.J., N.Y., Pa.

SA= South Atlantic — De., D.C., Fl., Ga., Md., N.C., S.C.,

Va., W.Va.

ENC=East North Central - Il., In., Mi., Oh., Ws.

WNC=West North Central - Ia., Ks., Mn., Mo., Nb., N.D., S.D. .

ESC=East South Central — Al., Ky., Ms., Tn.

WSC=West South Central - Ar., La., Ok., Tx.

_

MTN=Mountain - Az., Co., Id., Mt., Mv., N.M., Ut.

PAC=Pacific — Ak., Ca., Ha., Or., Wa.

SOURCE: Maurice E. McDonald, Reciprocity Among Private
Multiemployer Pension Plans (Homewood, Illinois: Richard D.
Irwin, INC. 1975), p. 55.
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location. The current geographic distribution of

multiemployer plans will be contrasted with the McDonald

findings to determine if there has been a significant change

in geographical distribution.

The profile of a multiemployer plan as found in the DOL

study is:45

Fiscal Year End- December

Year Plan Started- 1962

Scope of Plan- Single Metropolitan Area

Participation Requirement- Immediate plan entry

Vesting- 100% after 10 years

Normal Retirement- Age 65 and 10 years of service

Early Retirement- Age 55 and 10 years of service

Disability- Total disability and 19 years of service

Death- Age 55 and 10 years of service

„ Employee Contributions- None

The McDonald study revealed that about 45% of

multiemployer plans were using reciprocity agreements.46

The DOL study found that 42% of the plans entered into

reciprocity agreements.47 McGinn has estimated that as

many as 80% to 90% of multiemployer plans use reciprocity

agreements; however, he offers no empirical support for the

45 Huling, p. IV-8B.
1

46 McDonald, p. 46.

47 Huling, p. IV-4.
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estimate.A8 n
The PBGC study found the plan size distribution for

plans using reciprocity agreements to be as shown in Table

Five.49 The plans with participants of 25,000 or more

comprise only 2.7% of the plans; however, these plans have

more than half the participants. This illustrates that

reciprocity agreements are used primarily by large union

dominated plans. The DOL study found that the largest plan

covered over 600,000 participants while the smallest had

fewer than 50 participants. The DOL study found that about

42% of all multiemployer plans have fewer than 500 active

members.5O The data collected in this research will be

contrasted with the data findings in the previous studies.

Such comparisions will be helpful in understanding the

research environment and in interpreting the statistical

analysis.

i

Reciprocity Agreements

Reciprocity agreements have been mentioned frequently

thus far with only a brief explanation of them. While they

can be complex in their operation, the basic purpose is

48 Daniel F. McGinn, Actuarial Fundamentals for
Multiemployer Plans (Brookfield, Wi.: International
Foundation of Employee Benefit Plans, 1982), p. 24.

49 Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation, Appendix II, p.l.

50 Huling, p. III—7.
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Table Five

Distribution By Plan Size For Multiemployer Plans Using
Reciprocity Agreements From The DOL Study

Number of Plan Participants Plans(Z) Participants(Z)
Less than 100 10.4 0.1

100-499 29.8 1.8

500-999 16.6 2.7

1,000-4,999 29.8 15.5

5,000-24,999 10.7 25.8

25,000 or more 2.7 54.1
100.0 100.0

SOURCE: Ronald L. Huling, Study of Multiemployer Plans
(Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, July 1,
1978), Appendix II, p. 3.
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relatively simple. The agreements are designed to preserve

pension benefits for mobile workers. The ultimate in

benefit preservation would be for the individual worker to be

treated for pension purposes as though he had been under one

plan throughout his working life.
3

While there has been substantial legislation to

encourage vesting and portability of benefits, there has been

very little effort to encourage reciprocity, i.e., the

recognition by one plan of service under another plan.

Reciprocity agreements are contractual arrangements between

independent entities whereby recognition is given for

employee service under one plan by participating plans for

the purpose of (1) establishing an employee's eligibility to

accrue benefit credits in a plan, (2) determining an

employee's entitlement to receive benefits from a plan,

and/or (3) determining the amount of benefits payable to an

employee.5l

This definition refers to three possible ways by which

benefit credits may be preserved or extended. First, the

agreement may involve the establishment of eligibility to

participate in a plan, which refers to satisfaction of any

service requirement. As noted in the profile of a

multiemployer plan above there is generally no waiting period

to enter a multiemployer plan; thus, the principle effect of

Sl McDonald, pp. 18-19.
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reciprocity agreements are centered in the next two points.

Second, the agreement may also establish the employee's right
”

to receive a benefit under one or more plans. This aspect

may also include satisfaction of any service requirement for

vesting under one or more of the plans. Third, the agreement

may stipulate that benefit amounts may be based upon service

in all plans, whether benefits are payable from a single plan

or separately from the several participating plans. A sample

reciprocity agreement is included in Appendix A. This

agreement is representative of the third approach.

The disposition of accrued benefits is usually handled in

one of two ways. Under the pro rata method there is no

actual transfer of credit or money between plans. Each plan

under which credits have been accrued will provide its pro

rata share of the total pension due the plan participant at

retirement. A typical benefit formula would be:

Total Plan Total Plan 52
Combined X Unit X Service = Plan Partial
Service Benefit Total Combined Pension

Service

While unnecessary in the equation, the term "Total Combined

Service" is included to emphasize that the participant's

benefit is computed under each plan as though all service was

under each plan with the exception that once the benefit is

52 1516., p. 115.
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computed it will be prorated based on the service under each

participating plan. The formula is based on the assumption

that a participant is paid a specified unit benefit for each

year of service, e.g., $10 per month for each year of

service. It is not necessary that both plans pay the same

unit benefit, however. Each plan combines the individual's

service under each participating plan. This combined service

is considered to be served entirely under each participating

plan for all purposes of benefit computation with the I

exception that the final benefit is pro rated based on the

individual's service under each plan.

The alternative to the pro rata method is the money

transfer method. This method is used much less often than

the pro rata method. The money transfer method provides that

all contributions made for a terminating employee will be

transferred to the participant's "home" plan. The "home"

plan will then pay a single benefit to the retiree where the

pro rata method may result in multiple pension payouts.

McGinn points out that the pro rata method is preferred by

most multiemployer plans mainly because it achieves greater

equity among reciprocating plans with respect to actuarial

gains generated by withdrawing emloyees who never qualify for

benefits. Under the money transfer method such gains

generally accrue to the home pension.53

53 McGinn, p. 22.
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Labor Mobility

It is widely believed that the threat of pension benefit

forfeiture tends to restrict the mobility of labor. What is

meant by the term "labor mobility"?

Parnes defines labor mobility as "the actual movement of

workers."54 He classifies labor mobility as follows:

1. Interfirm movement

2. Occupational movement

3. Industrial movement

4. Geographic movement

5. Moves from unemployed to employed status and vice

versa

"Turnover" is normally used to describe interfirm movement.

Turnover will be the labor mobility measure used in this

research. This research will study the turnover of vested

plan participants who leave one firm and are reemployed with

another firm.

Turnover has been measured many different ways. Gaudet

identified twenty measures of turnover.55 One of those

turnover measures commonly referred to as the separation

rate will be used in this research.

54
Herbert S. Parnes, Research on Labor Mobility (New York:

Social Science Research on Labor Mobility, 1954), p. 20.

55 Frederick J. Gaudet, Labor Turnover (New York: American
Management Association Research Study 39), p. 40.
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The separation rate is computed as fo11ows:56

Separation = number of members who left during the period
Rate average number of members during the period

The separation rate is used because it is the most frequently

used measure of turnover. Price indicates the separation

rate has three advantages.57

1. It is easy to compute.

2. It is readily understandable.

3. It shows all movement into and out of an organization

He indicates that the separation rate has two

disadvantages.58

1. The rates have no precise meaning. For example, a
turnover of 100% may mean the entire labor force has
turned over during the year or a quarter has turned
over four times.

2. The separation rate is misleading because it does not
control for variables related to turnover. The most
important uncontrolled variable is length of service.

These two disadvantages of the separation rate are not

considered applicable to this research. This is because the

employees being studied are those with ten years or more of

service. The first disadvantage is not applicable because

56
James L. Price, The Study of Labor Turnover (Ames, Ia.:
The Iowa State University Press, 1977), p. 9.

57
Ibid.- PP- 16-17.

58
Ibid.
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the terminating employees must have more than ten years of

service in order to be included in the termination rate.

Thus there is no possibility that the termination rate would

include multiple turnovers. The second disadvantage does not

apply because control variables will be used in the analysis

as a means of factoring out the effect of other variables.

Also, only long service employees will be considered. The

following discussion will set out the factors which will be

used as control variables in this research.

Factors Promoting Worker Mobility

Substantial research has been conducted in an attempt to

explain the variation in worker mobility. Several research

efforts attempt to summarize research on worker mobility.59

The conclusion of these summaries generally appears to be

that there has been substantial research on worker mobility

with mixed results. Some variables appear to consistently

correlate with the various mobility measures. However, many

other variables provide inconsistent results when examined.

There is a consensus that successively higher amounts of

integration of the worker into the company will produce

successively lower amounts of turnover. Integration is used

59 William H. Mobley, Employee Turnover: Causes,
Conseguences and Control (Reading, Ma.: Addison-Wesley
Publishing Co., 1982), p. S0.
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to mean the extent of participation in primary relationships

which Price describes as "diffuse, emotionally involved,

biased and governed by ascribed criteria."6O Another

determinant of worker turnover is the extent of

communication. Successively higher amounts of instrumental

communication will probably produce successively lower

amounts of turnover, as will increased amounts of

satisfaction and opportunity. In addition, successively

higher amounts of centralization will produce successively

higher amounts of turnoVer.6l Note that these determinants

of worker mobility are organizational characteristics which

cannot be measured in this research. However, the workers

studied in this research, i.e., vested participants in

multiemployer plans, are employed by organizations which are

similar in many respects. The organizations are highly

unionized and in large part they are mature. This similarity

will provide control among organizational variables.

Industry
l

Part of the Variation in worker mobility has been found

to be correlated with the industry.62 Certain industries

66 Price, p.70.

61 xbid., p. 76.
62 Mobley, p. 50.
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such as the construction industry have experienced high

turnover rates. Generally, those industries making

substantial use of multiemployer plans are high turnover

industries. Multiemployer plans have developed in response

to the problems related to worker mobility pension benefit

forfeiture. Industry type will be included as a control

variable in this research.

Unemployment

Halin has determined that the turnover rate is related

to the unemployment rate.63 He found that there was a -.84

correlation between the worker turnover and the unemployment

rate. In other words, his findings indicate that as

employment becomes more difficult to find in an area the less

likely it is that a worker will leave current employment.

Vesting

Vesting schedules may play a part in explaining worker

mobi1ity.64 In those plans where full vesting occurs the

earliest, a higher turnover rate may be expected because

there no longer is the threat of accrued pension benefit

63
E. Halin, Employment and Unemployment Levels (an
unpublished paper presented at the annual meeting
of the Academy of Management).

6A
Arthur M. Ross, "Quit Rates in American Industry,"
American Economic Review (Vol. 48, 1958), p. 918.
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forfeiture. Worker mobility may not be correlated to

different vesting schedules, however, because of the

backloading problem. Even though the worker is fully vested,

one must consider in what the worker is fully vested. In the

case of a defined benefit plan which provides a benefit based

on the high consecutive three years pay without adjustment

for inflation, the participant who leaves after ten years of

service with full vesting will have a relatively

inconsequential benefit to claim at retirement.

Company Age

Research has shown that as the company ages the turnover

rate decreases.65 Apparently the maturing process in an

organization makes it a relatively more stable environment

for the worker.

Company Size

A recent study by the Bureau of National Affairs

indicates that the turnover rate is related to the company

size.66 Ross finds that it is well established that large

firms tend to have low turnover rates.67

65 Mobley, p. 60.
66

Bureau of National Affairs, Bulletin To Management,
· (December 8, 1983), p. 4.

67
Ross, p. 914.
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Geographical Location

The Bureau of National Affairs study indicated a

relationship between worker turnover and geographical

location. The northeast showed relatively lower turnover

rates than the rest of the country. Geographical location

will be used as a control variable in this research.

Compensation

The turnover research indicates that successively higher

amounts of pay will produce successively lower amounts of

turnover. Farris studied the relationship between 23 factors

and turnover among 500 workers in two different organizations

and concluded that workers with lower income have a higher

turnover rate.68

Pay refers to the money, fringe benefits and other

commodities that have financial value which organizations

give to employees in return for their services.69 Thus

part of the worker's pay is pension benefits. It appears

reasonable to assume the "economic man" would be influenced

by the loss of pay in the form of pension benefit forfeiture

when trying to make the job change decision.

There has been some research to investigate the _

68
G.F. Farris, "Turnover," Personnel Psychology (August

1961)> PP. 311-328.

69 Edward E. Lawler, Pay and Organizational Effectiveness
(New York: McGraw—Hill, 1971), p. 1.
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assumption that the threat of pension benefit forfeiture

restricts worker tutn0V€I. The Bureau of Employment Security

compared turnover rates for firms with and without pension

plan coverage.70 It appeared that firms with pension plans

had considerably lower turnover rates, even after controlling

for industry, firm size and age of employee. In its report

of the study the Bureau of Labor Statistics cautioned against

the conclusion that pension plan coverage restricts mobility.

BLS stated that firms with pension plans on the average pay

higher wages; are more unionized and hence have more

seniority protection and more kinds of other fringe benefits

than nonunion plans.

The problem of correlation of pension benefit forfeiture

with other factors such as those mentioned in the above

criticism is less of a problem in this research because all

of the plans studied are union dominated and are positioned

in a few industries. These similarities will provide for a

certain amount of control.

In another study, Parnes interviewed male workers aged

35-50 in plants with and without pension plans. He compared

the worker attitudes toward changing jobs and their attitudes

toward retirement. He concluded that seniority and

uncertainty immobilized the workers interviewed and that the

70 U.S. Bureau of labor Statistics. Bulletin No. 1359,
Private Pension Plans and Manpower Policy (Washington,
D.C.: U.S.G.P.0., 1963), PP. 13-16.
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threat of pension forfeiture was of little additional

significance in inereasing immobility.7l

In a more recent study, the Survey Research Center

considered the relationship between worker mobility and

pension forfeiture.72 Of the survey respondents, 28%

indicated that they were covered by a pension plan. Simple

two-way relationship tests between pension plan coverage and

mobility measures and multivariate analysis of mobility

indicated a very weak relationship between worker movement

and pension forfeiture.

The study investigates the attitudes of recent movers

concerning the success of their move. It was found that

there was no significant difference in attitudes concerning

move success based on a comparison between those who lost

pension rights and those who did not. Furthermore, there was

little difference in worker attitudes concerning prospective

moves when vested and nonvested workers were compared.

A multivariate analysis was conducted wherein age was

controlled and differenees within age groups concerning

pension coverage and geographie mobility were assessed. The

findings were summarized as follows,

71 Herbert Parnes, "Workers' Attitudes To Job Changing: The
Effect of Private Pension Plan," in The Reluctant Job
Changer, (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press,
1964), p. 76.

72 Lansing and Mueller, p. 162.
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Doubts about the importance of this relationship
(between worker mobility and benefit forfeiture)
arises from two considerations: (1) the fact that
the moving plans data (i.e., data concerning the
worker expectation) do not confirm it and (2) the
fact that the relationship is statistically
significiant only for the younger age groups,
when one should expect pension plan considerations
to be of importance primarily tg workers in the
middle and older age brackets.

The study concludes that the data support those who express
7

skepticism about the relationship between pension forfeiture

and worker turnover.

Ross points out that quit rates in American industry

have declined significantly since World War 11.74 Many

observers indicate the decline is due to increased pension

coverage and the accompanying threat of benefit forfeiture.

However, Ross concludes that increased pension coverage is

not a good reason for the decline in industry quit rates. He

reasons that young workers are generally not covered and that

older workers have other good reasons for not quitting

including difficulty of finding another job, probable loss of

economic status and a settled way of life. Ross finds little

evidence to support the proposition that labor resources have

become immobilized and a new "industrial feudalism" has been

created because workers are bound to jobs by threat of

pension forfeiture.

73 Lansing and Mueller, p. 166.

V4 Ross, p. 918.
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In a recent study concerning the impact of private

pensions on firm attachment, the researchers concluded from

the outset that it had already been clearly established that

the use of pension plans influences the workers job change

decision.75 The studies they referenced which are

purported to support this conclusion provide limited support

for such an assumption. The researchers attempted to assess

the extent to which various pension provisions affected

worker turnover rates. They reviewed plan provisions as on

file with the Department of Labor for 133 large Fortune 500

firms and then compared the plan provisions to employment

turnover data provided by the Social Security Administration.

The conclusion was that the relationship between worker

turnover and specific plan provisions such as vesting benefit

levels, contributory status, benefit levels and early

retirement options strongly influence worker attachment to

the firm. Although the findings for several of the specific

plan provision proved to be statistically significant;

nevertheless, the R2 was extremely low, i.e., in most cases

R2 less than .30. Thus, the research explained very little

of the variation in the worker turnover rate- a result which

draws into question the practical significance and

75 B.R. Schiller and Randall D. Weiss, "The Impact of
Private Pensions on Firm Attachment," Southern Economic
Journal (Vol. 50, August 1980). p. 378.
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statistical significance of the findings.

Model misclassification errors result when the correct

variables are not included. These errors are especially a

problem in nonexperimental research because it is

questionable whether the variables responsible for the

unexplained Variation are not correlated with the significant

variables identified in the research. This problem will be

discussed later in regard to the assumption underlying

multiple regression.

Chapter Summary

The chapter has reviewed literature relevant to the

research. Background information concerning multiemployer

plans is presented and reciprocity agreements are more fully

explained. Worker mobility is discussed and the specific

worker mobility measure— separation rate, is explained. The

separation rate of vested plan participants in multiemployer

plans will be analyzed in this research.

Finally, the research concerning worker mobility is

reviewed and the variables which have shown significant

correlation with worker turnover are discussed. One of the

variables which has received limited research attention is

pension benefits. The research has been inconclusive in

attempting to determine the correlation between worker

mobility and the threat of accrued pension benefitf

forfeiture.



III. Research Design

Overview

Research Objective: To study the relationship between worker
turnover and pension benefit forfeiture.

Research Question: Are reciprocity agreements effective in
increasing mobility for vested participants in multiemployer
plans?

Research Hypothesis: Reciprocity agreements are ineffective
in increasing worker mobility for vested plan participants in
multiemployer plans.

Population: Vested participants in multiemployer plans will
be studied.

Sampling Technigues: A random sample of multiemployer plans
from the PBGC premium list.

Data Sources: Data sources will be the Department of Labor
operational data tapes and microfiche containing Internal
Revenue Service Form 5500; multiemployer plan questionnaire
results and the Geographic Profile of Employment and
Unemployment (BLS).

Years Studied: The years studied will be 1979, 1980 and 1981.

Variables:
Categorical: —use or nonuse of reciprocity agreements

—business code -geographical location
Continuous: —separation rate —unemployment rate

—vesting schedule —company age
—company size

Data Analysis: The SPSS—X statistical package is used to
analyze the data. The statistical procedures includes a
T-test to evaluate the relationship between the dependent
variable, worker turnover and the independent variable, the
use or nonuse of reciprocity agreements. In addition,
multiple regression is used to assess the relationship of
joint effects of the use or nonuse of reciprocity agreements
and other independent variables with the dependent variable,
worker turnover.

53
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Research Question

Worker mobility is considered by many to be a desirable

objective. Regardless of the desirability of worker

mobility, it is useful to understand the relationship between

worker mobility and the independent variables which affect

such mobility.

This research focuses primarily on the relationship

between one independent variable, i.e., the use or nonuse of

reciprocity agreements, and worker mobility. The primary

research question is whether reciprocity agreements are

effective in increasing mobility for workers who are vested

participants in multiemployer pension plans.

Research Hypothesis

HO: Reciprocity agreements are ineffective in

increasing worker mobility for vested plan participants in

multiemployer plans.

Although reciprocity agreements may increase worker

mobility, there are other independent variables which may

have an opposite effect on worker mobility such as loss of

seniority and geographical ties. Such variables may be

sufficient to offset the positive effect of reciprocity

agreements on worker mobility. If the hypothesis is rejected

this will indicate that at least in the case of vested

participants in multiemployer plans, manipulation of benefit
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preservation will affect worker mobility. Failure to reject

the research hypothesis will indicate that the research

findings give no empirical support to the assumption that

reduction in pension forfeitures enhances worker mobility.

Methodology

The research is exploratory in nature and is

nonexperimental in the sense that there is no assignment of

subjects nor manipulation of the environment. Multiemployer

plans with more than 100 participants constitute the

population being studied. This population is selected

because it makes the predominant use of reciprocity

agreements. The research assesses the relationship between

the use of reciprocity agreements and worker mobiltiy. The

primary statistical techniques used are the T-test, multiple

regression and discriminant analysis. The statistical

package, SPSS—X, is used for data analysis.

T—test

The T-test compares sample means by calculating

Studer1t's T and tests the significance of the difference

between the means. The sample for each year 1979, 1980 and

1981 will be divided based on the use or non—use of

reciprocity agreements. The mean of the separation rate will

be computed for each group and compared to determine if there

is a statistical difference between the means. If no
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difference between means is found, the research hypothesis

can not be rejected based on the T-test. If no difference

between the means is found, further analysis will be

conducted to determine if the dependent variable, i.e., the

use or nonuse of a reciprocity agreement, has a joint effect

with other variables.

If there is a statistically significant difference

between the separation rates of the sub-groups then the

research hypothesis can be rejected based on the findings.

However, further analysis will be conducted to determine if

other variables discussed below correlate significantly with

the use or nonuse of reciprocity agreements.

The difference in the means will be considered to be

meaningful if the difference is statistically significant at

the .05% significance level. The corresponding critical T

value must be greater than 1.645 based on the large sample.

Assumptions: The Student's T and the corresponding

tabulated critical values are based on the assumption that

the sampled population possesses a normal probability

distribution.76 This property of the T statistic

and the common occurrence of mound-shaped distributions of

data in nature enhance the value of T for statistical

inference.

76 William Mendenhall and James E. Reinmuth, Statistics for
Management and Economics (North Scituate, Ma.: Duxbury
Press, 1978), p. 282.
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Multiple Regression

The regression model contains both categorical and

continuous variables. These variables have been selected

because previous research has shown them to have a

significant statistical relationship with worker turnover.

The multiple regression model will be as follows:

b6C + b7G + e

Where:

S=separation rate (continuous variable)

A=use or non use of reciprocity (categorical variable)

I=industry (categorical variable)

U=unemployment rate (continuous variable)

V=vesting schedule (categorical variable)

O=company age (continuous variable)

C=company size (continuous variable)

G=geographical location

b0—b7=regression coefficients

e=error term
d

While the basic model appears as outlined above, it is

necessary to include joint effect terms to assess the joint

effects between the categorical variables and the continuous

variables. Pedhazur points out the need for the inclusion of

the joint effect terms in the following quotation.
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Often, researchers appear to be operating under
the mistaken assumption that in order to take
into account a classificatory, or grouping variable
(e.g., sex, race, religious affiliation) all that
is necessary is to include in the analysis
in addition to the continuous variables, coded vectors
that represent the classificatory variable.
It was shown in the preceding section that when
product vectors between the categorical and the
continuous variable are included in the combined
analysis the separate regression equations for
the groups under consideration are assumed to
differ only in their intercepts. In other words
separate regression equations with identical
regression coefficients but with different
intercepts are fitted when product terms are pot
included in the combined regression analysis.

Overall and Klett make this point in slightly different

terms.

In order to use the general multiple-regression
method to accomplish simple one-way-classification
analysis of covariance, it is necessary to construct

a design matrix indicating group membership (1,0 and
-1), the scores on the covariate, plus the cross product

of covariate scores with each dummy variate, [author's

emphasis]7änd finally the score of the dependent
variable.

Thus the variables previously mentioned will be entered

into a multiple regression equation along with selected

cross-products. It should be noted, however, that the

categorical variable, G, includes ten regions and the

categorical variable, I, includes ten industry groups. Their

77 Elazar J. Pedhazur, Multiple Regression in Behavioral
Research, 2d ed., (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston,
1982), p. 474.

78 John E. Overall and C. James Klett, Applied Multivariate
Analysis (New York: McGraw—Hill Book Co., 1972), p. 431.
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entry into the multiple regression analysis would prove

unduly cumbersome if dummy coding were used. This is because

the categories for each variable less one would have to be

represented by an individual variable in the regression

analysis. Thus, 18 (20-2) variables would have to be coded

to include the two categorical variables in the analysis. In

addition, the analysis of the joint effects between S and I

and G would add more than twenty variables. Thus the

inclusion of the two categorical variables, I and G, would

add more than 40 variables to the regression analysis. To

say the least, such an analysis would be cumbersome. In

addition, if one applied a variable selection procedure the

results would likely include some of the categories of one or

both of the categorical variables and exclude others. Such a

result would be difficult to interpret.

To avoid the problems associated with the use of

categorical variables as discussed above, criterion scaling

is used. Pedhazur describes criterion scaling as follows:

The idea of criterion scaling is very simple. It
will be recalled that the regression equation
obtained from the regression of the dependent
variable on a set of coded vectors yields„
predicted scores that are equal to the mean

of the group or categories on the dependent
variable. In other words, errors of prediction
are minimized when this predicted score for each
individual is equal to the mean on the criterion
for the groups to which he or she belongs. A
categorical variable is said to be criterion
scaled when it is transformed to a single vector
in which each individual's score is equal to the
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criterion mean of the group to which he or she
belongs. Stated differently, a criterion
scaled variable is one that is composed of
the predicted sgores of the individuals under
consideration.

Thus criterion scaling will permit a reduction in the number

of the variables in the multiple regression equation•

S=b0 + b1A + b2I + b3U + b4V + b5O + b6C +

b7G + b8AI + b9AU + b1OAV + b1lAO + bl2AC + .

b13AG + e

Where:

S=separation rate
A=use or nonuse of a reciprocity agreement
I=industry
U=unemployment rate
V=vesting schedule
O=company age
C=company size
G=geographical location
AI=joint effects of A & I
AU=joint effects of A & U
AV=joint effects of A & V
AO=joint effects of A & O
AC=joint effects of A & C
AG=joint effects of A & G
b0—b13=regression coefficients
e=error term

The interpretation of the data analysis will be based on

the statistics R square, Adjusted R square, the F statistic

and the T value for the coefficients.

79 pedhazur, p. 368.
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R-Square- This is the squared multiple correlation

coefficient. It indicates the proportion of the variance of

the dependent variable accounted for by the independent

variables. Its statistical significance will be tested by

the use of the F statistic. The F statistic indicates if at

least one of the regression independent variables is

statistically,significant, 1.e., it will answer the question

- is at least one regression coefficient different from zero?

The F statistic is computed as follows:

F = R2/k
(1-RZ)/(N—k—1)

with k and N-k-1 degrees of freedom.

Where: k= number of independent variables
N= sample size

or in other terms:

SS..g/df„.g
F =

Ssres/dfres

Adjusted R-square- The choice of a set of weights in a

regression analysis is designed to yield the highest possible

correlation between the independent variables and the

dependent variable. The multiple correlation can be

expressed as the correlation between the predicted scores

based on the regression equation and the observed scores. If

one were to apply a set of weights derived in one sample
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to the predictor scores of another sample and then correlate

these predicted scores with the observed criterion scores,

the resulting R2 would usually be less than the original

R2. This phenomenon is referred to as the shrinkage of the

multiple correlation. The reason for the shrinkage is that
V

in calculating the weights to obtain a maximum R, the

zero-order correlations are treated as if they were

error-free. This of course is never the case. Consequently,

there is a certain amount of capitalization on chance and the

resulting R is biased upwards.

Even though it is not possible to determine exactly the

shrinkage of R2, several formulas for the estimation of

R2 have been proposed. One of these formulas which is used

in the SPSS—X statistical package is as follows:

R2 = 1-(l—R2) x (N-1)
(N—k—l)

where: N= sample size

k=number of independent variables

R2=initial value

R2=adjusted value

Note the effect of the sample size on the shrinkage. As the

sample size increases the shrinkage is less assuming the

number of variables is constant.

T Statistic

The F statistic indicates whether at least one of
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the variables in the equation is statistically significant.

The T statistic indicates which independent variable is

significant.
‘

Multicollinearity affects the magnitude of the

coefficient as well as the standard error of the coefficient.

Multicollinearity arises when two or more of the independent

variables are highly correlated. This problem is considered

in more detail later.

The T statistic is computed as follows:

T = b
Sb

Where: b= regression coefficient
Sb=standard error of b

Incremental
R2

The coefficient of determination will be computed with

and without the reciprocity agreement independent variable in

the model. The change in the coefficient of determination

will then be tested by means of an F test at the alpha=.O5

level of significance to determine if there is a

statistically significant difference in the two coefficients

of determination. The results for the three reporting years

will be compared.
‘

This statistical methodology has been discussed by

Pedhazur. He indicates that incremental partitioning of the

variance of the dependent variable is acceptable where the
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use is to study the effect of an independent variable on the

dependent variable after having controlled for other

variables. He emphasizes that the important thing to keep in

mind is that such an incremental partitioning is not intended

to provide information about the relative importance of

variables, but rather about the effect of a variable after

having controlled for other variables.80 .

Assumptions Underlying Multiple Regression

1. The variables are random which means that they have a
range of possible values, each having an associated
probability.

2. Each observation of the dependent variable is
assumed to be composed of two components: a fixed
component, alpha + beta(X), and a random error, ei.

3. The mean of errors for each observation of the
dependent variable over many replications is zero.

4. Errors associated with one observation of the
dependent variable are not correlated with errors
associated with any other observation of the
dependent variable.

5. The variance of the errors at all values of X
isl

constant. This property is referred to as
homoscedasticity.

6. The errors are assumed not to be correlated with
the independent variables.

4 7. For the purpose of conducting tests of significance
it is assumed that the errors are normally
distributed.

It has been demonstrated that regression analysis is

79
Ibid., p. 178.
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generally robust in the presence of departures from

assumptions, except for specification errors.81

Specification errors refer to any errors committed in

specifying the model. This is particularly a problem in

nonexperimental design because when a low R2 is found,

e.g., .10, it is questionable that of all the variables

responsible for the remaining .90 that none are correlated

with variables which are found to be significant. This

limitation on the robustness of multiple regression analysis

will be considered in the data analysis section.

Multiple Regression Variables

Separation Rate- The separation rate will be computed as

follows:

S = DVt+l
(Pvt + FVt + DVt+1 + PVt+l + FVt+1)/2

Where: S = separation rate

DVt+l = deferred vested terminated participants

PVt = partially vested active participants at the
beginning of the year

PVt+l = partially vested active participants at the
end of the year.

81 rbrd., p. 34.
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FVt = fully vested active participants at the
beginning of the year

FVt+1
= fully vested active participants at the

end of the year

The separation rate approximates terminations due to job

change. The variation in the separation rate is studied.

"Deferred vested terminated participants (DV)" refers to

those employees who terminate employment with deferred vested

benefits under the terms of a pension plan in which they had

been a participant. "Partially vested terminated

participants (PV)" and "fully vested terminated participants

(FV)" refers to the number of participants in a plan year

which are partially or fully vested as of the end of a plan

year. Therefore, the separation rate has deferred vested

terminations in the numerator and the average of the sum of

deferred vested participants, partially vested participants

and fully vested participants in the denominator. Thus, the

separation rate approximates the percentage of vested

participants who terminate and go to a new job. The

separation rate does not include those who have retired, died

or become disabled during the plan year. The data source for

the elements of the termination rate is the operational data

tapes and microfiche for 1979, 1980 and 1981 5S00's as

collected and compiled by the Internal Revenue Service and

the Department of Labor. These are the only years for which

the data are available. The 5500 is a report
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form filed annually with the Internal Revenue Service by

employee benefit plans and is entitled "Annual Return/Report

of Employee Benefit Plan (with 100 or more Participants)".

Form 5500 in Appendix B contains the data items which are

used in the computation of the termination rate. The number

of participants who were fully vested as of the end of the

plan year is reported on line 7(a)(i). The number of
‘

participants_who were partially vested as of the end of the

plan year is reported on line 7(a)(ii) and the number of

participants which were separated from service with a

deferred vested benefit for which a Schedule SSA (Form 5500)

is required is reported on line 7(g)(ii).

A brief discussion of the Schedule SSA (Form 5500) is

helpful in understanding the numerator of the separation

rate. The Internal Revenue Service has issued regulation

section 301.6057-1 which details the Schedule SSA (Form 5500)

reporting requirements. The regulation requires the plan

administrator to list the terminated participants with

deferred vested benefits on Schedule SSA. The regulation

further states that no information relating to the deferred

vested retirement benefit of a separated participant is

required to be filed on Schedule SSA if, before the date such

Schedule SSA is required to be filed, the participant (A) is

paid some or all of the deferred vested retirement benefit

under the plan, (B) returns to service covered by the plan,
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or (C) forfeits all of the deferred vested retirement benefit

under the plan. Thus, Schedule SSA (Form 5500) reports

primarily on those terminations in which a participant has a

vested benefit and leaves employment due to a job change.

Schedule SSA does not identify terminating participants who

have retired, died or become disabled.

Use or Nonuse of Reciprocity Agreements

The questionnaire in Appendix C is used to determine

which multiemployer plans use reciprocity agreements. The

multiemployer plans list of 2600 plans available from the

Pension Benefit Guarantee Corporation (PBGC) will be used to

select a random sample. Numbers will be assigned to each of

the multiemployer plans and a random number table will be

used to select 400 plans for 1980, and 200 plans for 1979 and

1981.

The sample size was determined in light of the ability

to obtain the data from the Department of Labor and the

potential problem of overestimating the R2. The Department

of Labor permits viewing of only five microfiche per day

therefore it is a slow process to procure a large amount of

data. Secondly, the larger the ratio of sample size to

independent variables the better. Some authors recommend at

least 30 subjects per independent variable while others

prefer a sample of at least 400 subjects.82 Thus the

82 1816., p. 148.
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sample size was a compromise between data accessibility and

the rules of thumb.

The response to the questionnaire will indicate whether

or not the plans use a reciprocity agreement. A second

mailing will be made for nonresponses.

Industry

An industry code is assigned to each plan. The code is

selected from a list contained in the instructions for IRS

Form 5500. This list as presented in the instruction guide

for plan administrators is included in Appendix D. As

indicated in the code list, the codes are based on the

Enterprise Standard Industrial Classification System

developed by the Office of Federal Statistical Policy and

Standards, Department of Commerce, to classify enterprises by

type of activity in which they are engaged. The system

follows closely the Standard Industrial Classification

System. The codes will be dummy coded into ten categories.

Unemployment Rate

The data source for the state unemployment rate is the

Geographic Profile of Employment and Unemployment, a

publication of the Bureau of Labor Statistics.83

83 Bureau of Labor Statistics, Geographic Profile of
Employment and Unemployment, (Bulletin 2156) (Washington,
D.C.: U.S. G.P.O., 1980).
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Xgäiing Schedule
l

The vesting schedules will be obtained from the

Department of Labor microfiche containing Form 5500.

Company Age

The company age is obtained from the Department of Labor

microfiche containing Form 5500.

Company Size

A surrogate for the company size will be computed by

dividing the total number of participants in the plan by the

number of companies participating in the plan. The number of

participants in the plan will be obtained from the Department

of Labor microfiche containing Form 5500 while the number of

companies participating in the plan will be obtained from the

questionnaire.
U

Geographical Location

The geographical location will be obtained from the

Department of Labor microfiche containing Form 5500. The

geographical regions used will be those used by the Bureau of

Labor Statistics. There will be ten categories which will

represent the various regions as shown in Appendix E.
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Chapter Summarz

The research is designed to assess the relationship

between worker turnover and pension benefit forfeiture. This

relationship will be analyzed specifically in the case of

vested participants in multiemployer plans. A T-test will be

used to compare separation rates of plans that do participate

in reciprocity agreements with those plans that do not

participate in such agreements. In addition, multiple

regression will be used to assess the joint effect of other

variables with the use or nonuse of reciprocity agreements.



IV. Data Analysis '

Introduction

The data were collected from several sources including

the multiemployer plan questionnaire, the Department of Labor

operational data tapes and microfiche containing Internal

Revenue Form 5500 and the Bureau of Labor Statistics. The

questionnaire provided information concerning the use or

nonuse of reciprocity agreements among multiemployer plans

and the number of employers participating in each plan. The

DOL tapes and microfiche contained data on buiness type,

geographical location, turnover rate for vested participants,

vesting schedule, company age, and company size. The Bureau

of Labor Statistics provided the state unemployment rate.

The questionnaire results are discussed first. Next, a

comparison is made between information contained in previous

multiemployer plan studies and data collected during this

research. The comparison includes the usage of reciprocity

agreements, the geographical distribution of multiemployer

plans, the distribution of multiemployer plans by industry

and by size. This comparison is made in order to discover

multiemployer plan trends which may effect this research.

Finally, the SPSS-X Statistical package results are discussed

including the results of the T-test, the multiple regression

analysis and the discriminant analysis.

72
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Questionnaire Results

The questionnaire in Appendix C was used to determine

which plans use reciprocity agreements and which do not. The

questionnaire also determined how many companies participate

in each multiemployer plan. The sample was selected from the

Pension Benefit Guarantee Corporation multiemployer list of

2,600 plans. Plans were assigned a number and a random

number table was used to select the sample.

The results of the questionnaire were as follows.

Questionnaires Total %

XEä£‘ Mailed Responses Responses

1979 200 169 84.5

1980 400 319 79.8

1981 200 135 67.5

"Total Responses" represents the results of two mailings.

Some plans were included in all three samples thus the reason

for the format of the questionnaire. The initial response

produced about a 50% response rate for each year. The

response rate was excellent possibly due to the subpoena

power of the U.S. General Accounting Office. Thus there is a

limited possibility of nonresponse bias.

Reciprocity Agreement Usage

The McDonald study concluded that about 45% of the

multiemployer plans used some form of reciprocity agreement.

This estimate was revised in the DOL study and a 60% usage
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rate was determined. The usage rate among the multiemployer

plans responding to the questionnaire is as follows:

Egg; Use Agreement No Agreement Use(Z) Ngiäl

1979 107 62 63 37

1980 192 127 60 40

1981 88 47 65 35

Using the binomial distribution the findings of this study

indicate the number of plans using reciprocity agreements has

grown substantially in the 15 years since the McDonald study.

The following computation supports this assumption.85

o·Where:Q‘ =standard deviation

N =number of observations

P =expected percentage using reciprocity agreements

Q =expected percentage not using agreements

At a .95 confidence level the expected range about the .45

usage rate found by McDonald is computed as follows for the

three years.

ggg; Computation Expected Range Observed ·

1979 6 = =7 .45 x 169=76;14 107

1980 c = =9 .45 x 919=144;18 192
1981 CT 6 .45 x 135=61i12 88

85 Mendenhall, p. 157.
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If McDonald's earlier findings of a .45 usage rate is used

the expected range of observed users would be between 60 and

90 for 1979 as indicated above. However, the observed usage

for 1979 is 107 users out of 169 observed. This result is

well above the upper range limit of 90. Thus, the

probability is very high that the usage of reciprocity

agreements has expanded significantly since the McDonald

study. The same analysis for 1980 and 1981 indicates similar

results.

This increased usage of reciprocity agreements indicates

that such agreements are used in many industries. Since the

agreements have been used for more than thirty years and

their use is widespread, such agreements must be considered

useful. Even though the dominance of their use in the

construction industry is declining, they apparently have

gained wide acceptance beyond the construction industry.

Geographical Distribution

The McDonald study revealed a geographical distribution

for multiemployer plans using reciprocity agreements as shown

in Table Four at page 34. The following analysis compares

the McDonald study with the research results to determine if

there is a significant change in geographical distribution

for those plans which use reciprocity agreements. The data

are summarized in Table Six.
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Table Six
E

Geographical Distribution of Multiemployer Plans
Using Reciprocity Agreements

Location Plans(%) Emg1oXee(Z)
1979 1980 1981 McDonald 1979 1980 1981 McDonald

NE 7 5 6 12.0 4 1 1 3.8

MA 23 32 26 40.8 16 18 12 30.9

SA 9 9 13 8.2 3 21 29 3.5

ENC 31 24 25 14.5 36 19 7 23.3

WNC 8 6 5 3.3 7 4 4 1.6

ESC 3 4 2 0.5 1 1 1 0.0

WSC 2 1 1 0.3 3 1 1 3.5

MTN 3 3 6 2.9 4 3 13 0.9

PAC 14 16 16 17.0 27 32 33 31.0

Where:

NE=New England, MA=Middle Atlantic, SA=South Atlantic,
ENC=East North Central, WNC=West North Central,
WNC=West North Central, ESC=East South Central,
WSC=West South Central, MTN=Mountain, PAC=Pacific
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A comparison of the geographical distribution of the

plans as revealed by this research with the McDonald findings

indicates that there has been little change in the

distribution. The only notable exception is that there

appears to be a significant decline in the proportion of

plans located in the middle Atlantic states. The east north

central region has shown a significant increase in its

proportion of the plans. Likewise with the employee

distribution among those plans using reciprocity agreements,

there appears to be only minimal change from the McDonald

study.

Distribution by Industry

Table Seven contains the distribution by industry for

those plans using reciprocity agreements based on the data

collected in this research. The distribution by industry for

those plans using reciprocity agreements in this research is

compared in Table Eight with the distribution noted in the

Table One (page 30), Table Two (page 31) and Table Three

(page 33) for selected industries. This comparison

highlights the changes in usage among the industries which

have traditionally used reciprocity agreements such as the

construction industry and the manufacturing industry. It

also illustrates the extent to which the service industry has

adopted the reciprocity agreements as the industry has grown.
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Table Seven

Industry Distribution of Multiemployer Plans
Using Reciprocity Agreements from Current Study

{
Agriculture 0 2 1 O 1 1

Mining 10 1 8 31 1 4

Construction 50 59 52 27 55 45

Manufacturing 7 5 8 6 5 15

Transportation 7 6 6 16 8 3

Wholesale 2 4 5 1 3 2

Retail 5 4 3 8 11 3

Finance O 1 O 0 1 0

Services 1 2 5 1 1 4

Tax—Exempt 18 16 12 10 17 23
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Table Eight

A Comparison of
Industry Distribution of Multiemployer Plans

Using Reciprocity Agreements

Industry Plans(%)
1979 1980 1981 DOL MCDonald PBGC

Construction 53 59 52 42 73 50

Manufacturing 7 5 8 -— 9 14

Transportation 7 6 6 18 —— 21

Services 1 2 5 15 7 10
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.The distribution by industry shows a significant change

from the McDonald study. The construction industry continues

to dominate plans using reciprocity agreements; however, that

dominance is substantially reduced when compared to the

McDonald results. Classification of plans by industry may

confuse comparisons. For example, the service industry has

declined if one compares the results of this study with

earlier studies. This result is likely due to lack of

classification uniformity. It is clear, however that many

industries have begun using reciprocity agreements in the

past 30 years and that the users are diverse.

Distribution by Plan Size

Table Nine compares the distribution of plans using

reciprocity agreements by plan size as determined in this

research with the results found in the DOL study shown in

Table Five (page 37). The distribution by plan size is

the same as it was in the Department of Labor

study. Although those plans with 25,000 or more participants

are a small part of the total plan population, the number of

participants in them is more than 50Z of the total

participants in plans using reciprocity agreements. There

is an even distribution of plans having 100 to 25,000

employees in terms of total plans; however, a relatively

small proportion of the employees are in the smaller plans.
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Table Nine

Comparison of
Distributions by Plan Size For Multiemployer Plans

Using Reciprocity Agreements

Size Plans(Z) Participants(Z)
1979 1980 1981 DOL78 1979 1980 1981 DOL78

Less than 100 4 4 2 10 1 1 1 1

100-499 30 31 23 30 3 3 2 2

500-999 21 21 22 17 6 5 5 3

l,000—4,999 26 28 43 30 17 18 29 26

5,000-24,999 18 15 6 11 64 54 14 26

25,000 or more 1 1 4 3 10 22 51 54
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T-Test for Differences in the Separation Rate

T-tests compare the mean separation rate for the groups

using reciprocity agreements with groups not using

reciprocity agreements. The results are presented in Table

Ten. The T—tests are conducted for 1979, 1980 and 1981.

In each year the results are the same. At the .05

signifcance level, there is no statistical difference between

the separation rate for those plans using reciprocity

agreements and the separation rate for those plans not

participating in reciprocity agreements. In fact, in each

year the separation rate is higher for those plans not using

reciprocity agreements than it is for those plans using

reciprocity agreements. This result is opposite that

expected; however, it must be emphasized that the difference

is not statistically significant at the .05 significance

level. However, for 1979 the difference would be significant

at the .90 confidence level. This indicates that separation

rates are higher among those plans not participating in

reciprocity agreements. The separation rates are very nearly

the same for 1980 while for 1979 and 1981 the rates for plans

not using reciprocity agreements are substantially higher

than the separation rate for plans using agreements.

The uniformity of the results indicates that the null

hypothesis can not be rejected thus the T-test provides no

empirical support for the proposition that increased pension
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Table Ten

T-test for Differences in the Mean Separation Rate

Agreement? Number Mean Standard T—Value Df One Tail
Yes/No Of Cases S Deviation Prob.

E
No 62 .0723 .072

1.47 167 .072

Yes 172 .0577 .056

Ä
No 127 .0674 .082

.22 317 .412

Yes 192 .0653 .080

lääl
No 47 .0606 .067

1.02 133 .15

Yes 88 .0485 .065
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benefit preservation correlates with increased worker

mobility for vested participants in multiemployer plans.

While the null hypothesis can not be accepted in any

case, failure to reject it does draw into question the

Congressional assumption that increased pension benefit

preservation correlates with increased worker mobility.

Congress should reexamine the assumption since substantial

revenue is foregone, in part, to promote worker mobility.

Joint Effects

Although the T-tests indicate no statistical basis upon

which to reject the null hypothesis, such a result indicates

only that the main effect of the use or nonuse of reciprocity

agreements on separation is not statistically significant.

Use or nonuse of reciprocity agreements may join with

one or more other factors to influence the separation rate.

The following discussion enplores the joint effects of

factors on separation with particular emphasis on the factor

of use or nonuse of reciprocity agreements. Data referred to

in this discussion are presented in Table Eleven, Table

Twelve and Table Thirteen for years 1979, 1980 and 1981

respectively.

These Tables present the results of the multiple

regression analysis and indicate the extent to which the

variables correlate with the dependent variable.
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Table Eleven

Multiple Regression Analysis for 1979

Variables (Code) B SE B BETA T SIG T

Unemployment (U) -0.02 7.08 -.26 -2.212 .0284

Agreement/ (AC) 2.29 1.73 .26 1.328 .1862Co. Size '
Industry (I) 2.33 0.68 .40 3.431 .0008

Agreement/ (AG) -1.12 0.44 -.47 -2.534 .0122
Geographic

Company Age (O) -1.8 1.73 -.13 -1.093 .2762

Geographic (G) 1.5 0.38 .42 3.940 .0001

Agreement/ (AO) 8.14 2.09 .09 .389 .6977
Age

Co. Size (C) -1.96 1.62 -.23 -1.202 .2310

Agreement/ (AI) -1.71 0.74 -.69 -2.295 .0231
Industry

Agreement/ (AU) 0.02 7.44 .91 2.764 .0064
Unemployment

(Constant) -0.03 0.06 -0.531 .5963

R Square .25685
Adjusted R Square .19969
Standard Error .07845
F 4.49319
Significance of F 0.0000
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Table Twelve

Multiple Regression Analysis for 1980 '

Variables (Code) B SE B BETA T SIG T

Geographic (G) 1.05 0.34 .17 3.110 .0020

Industry (I) 1.11 0.45 .13 2.434 .0155

Company Age (O) -0.04 -0.04 .98 -0.811 .4181

Unemployment(U) 0.06 0.06 .94 1.146 .2528

Agreement/ (AI) -0.04 -0.04 .80 -0.635 .5261
Industry

Agreement/ (AC) 0.06 0.06 .99 1.140 .2552
Co. Size

Agreement/ (A0) -0.07 -0.07 .93 -1.312 .1904
Age

Agreement/ (AU) -0.04 -0.04 .91 -0.716 .4748
Unemployment

R Square .04404
Adjusted R Square .03799
Standard Error .07933
F 7.27928
Significance of F .0008
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Table Thirteen

Multiple Regression Analysis for 1981

Variables (Code) B SE B BETA T SIG T

Company Age (0) -1.5 1.8 -.177 -0.818 .4151

Unemployment (U) -2.6 6.9 -.056 -0.377 .7067

Industry (I) 1.4 0.4 .454 3.959 .0001

Geographic (G) 0.8 0.8 .114 0.953 .3423

Company Size (C) -2.2 2.6 ‘-.12 -0.840 .4026

Agreement/ (AI) -1.3 0.6 -.53 -2.315 .0223
Industry

Agreement/ (AC) 1.1 3.3 .05 0.329 .7425
Co. Size

Agreement/ (AG) 0.0 1.2 .04 0.078 .9378
Geographic

Agreement/ (AO) 1.3 1.9 .22 0.667 .5061
Co. Age '

Agreement/ (AU) -1.8 8.4 -.01 -0.021 .9831
Unemployment

Agreement (A) 0.4 0.1 .29 0.429 .6687

(Constant) -0.2 0.1 -0.312 .7559

R Square .15333
Adjusted R Square .10116
Standard Error .06219
F 2.24743
Significance of F .0133
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Table Fourteen

Multiple Regression Summary

Summary of R Square
1979 1980 1981

R Square .25 .04 .15

Adjusted R Square .19 .03 .10

Summary of F Statistic

1979 1980 1981

F statistic 4.5 7.3 2.2

Significance of F .00 .00 .01

Significant Variable Summary

1979 1980 1981

Unemployment (U) X

Industry (I) X X X

Agreement/Geographic (AG) X

Geographic Location (G) X X

Agreement/Industry (I) X X

_ Agreement/Unemployment(AU) X
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None of the R squares or adjusted R squares show

substantial amounts of explanatory power. Since none of the

independent variables included in the models was A, or the ‘

joint effect of A with the other independent variables, there

is no statistical basis to reject the null hypothesis.

Neither A nor its joint effects with the other independent

variables explain a significant portion of the variation in

S, the separation rate.

The F statistic indicates that for each year at least

one of the independent variables in the model is

statistically significant. The summary of the multiple

regression statistics in Table Fourteen indicates that the F

statistic is significant for each year at a high level.

The significant variables for each year are summarized in

l Table Fourteen and only industry type is significant in each

year while geographical location and the joint effect of

agreement and industry is significant in two years. Even

though certain variables are significant, there may be other

variables not included in the analysis which are highly

correlated with the significant variables and which explain

a significant portion of the variation in S as well. Thus,

the significance of variables in an analysis with a low R2

is not something upon which conclusions can be based. In

summary, the multiple regression provides no basis upon which

to reject the null hypothesis.
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. . 86Multicollinearity

_ Multicollinearity involves the intercorrelation among

independent variables. Such intercorrelation can lead to a

reduction in the magnitudes of the coefficients and increase

the standard error thus distorting the significance of an

independent variable. The standard errors do not appear to

to be inflated thus no multicollinearity is indicated.

In all three years the analysis revealed an

inconsequential R2. It should be emphasized that

multicollinearity does not pose difficulties when the

researcher's sole purpose is the determination and

interpretation of R2.87 Since the R2 which results in this

research provides limited explanatory power it may be assumed

that the use or nonuse of a reciprocity agreement contributes

insignificantly to explaining the variation in S regardless

of multicollinearity which may distort the individual

coefficient and standard error associated with variable S.

Chapter Summary

The questionnaire results indicated the use of

reciprocity agreements has grown to a 60% usage rate among

86 Discriminant analysis using variable A as the grouping
variable and the remaining independent variables as the
predictor variables was used to further evaluate the
presence of multicollinearity. There is no indication
that any linear relationship exists between the grouping
and predictor variables thus no multicollinearity exists.

87
Pedhazur, p. 290.
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multiemployer plans in the past 15 years. The geographical distribution

of multiemployer plans using reciprocity agreements has remained

relatively constant while the dominance of the construction industry in

the use of reciprocity agreements has declined substantially.

The statistical analysis revealed that there was no basis upon

which to reject the null hypothesis, i.e., reciprocity agreements are

ineffective in increasing worker mobility for vested plan participants

U in multiemployer plans. The T-tests indicated no difference for

separation rates for those plans using reciprocity agreements as

compared with those not using agreements. The multiple regression

analyses showed a low R2 for each year even with the inclusion of joint

effects in the model.



V. Summary and Conclusions

Summary

There is a widely held assumption that the threat of

pension benefit forfeiture prevents workers from moving freely

from job to job. The assumption appears to be reasonable. One

can envision a worker who wants to move to a new employer but

does not do so due to concern about loss of accrued benefits.

This assumed restriction of worker mobility is viewed as

an inefficiency in our economy. There are many devices that

are used to reduce the threat of pension benefit forfeiture

including vesting, reciprocity and portability. Congress is

foregoing substantial revenue to encourage pension benefit

preservation for the mobile employee through vesting

requirements. This research focuses on the assumption that

workers are locked into their jobs by the threat of pension

benefit forfeiture.

The population studied is comprised of participants in

multiemployer plans. Multiemployer plans are collectively

bargained with more than one employer participating. This

group of plans was selected because the plans have had

extensive experience in preserving pension benefits through the

use of reciprocity agreements. Reciprocity agreements are

contracts between multiemployer plans which preserve pension

benefits for those workers who move from an employer under one

multiemployer plan to an employer under another multiemployer

92
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plan. The experience of the multiemployer plans for the

years 1979, 1980 and 1981 was studied.

A sample of multiemployer plans was selected and a

questionnaire was mailed. The questionnaire provided

information concerning the use or nonuse of reciprocity

agreements and the number of employers participating in the

plans. Additional data were collected from the Department of

Labor including the separation rate for vested partieipants,

industry type, vesting schedule, company age, company size

and geographie location. Data were collected for 169 plans

in 1979, 319 plans in 1980 and 135 plans in 1981.

The data were analyzed first by comparing it with

earlier studies by McDonald, the PBGC and the Department of

Labor. The comparison indicates that substantially more

plans use reciprocity agteements today than in 1969. The

reciprocity agreement has been used for more than thirty

years and apparently it has received wide acceptance.

Another finding was that the use of reciprocity

agreements in the construction industry has diminished in

terms of percent of total usage. Other industries are

adopting reciprocity agreements thus indieating wide

acceptance and growth of the use of reciprocity agreements.

Furthermore, the comparisons revealed that neither the

geographie distribution of plans using reciprocity agreements

nor the distribution of plan size for plans using
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reciprocity agreements have changed significantly.

The data were further analyzed using statistical

procedures including the T—test, multiple regression and

discriminant analysis. The T-tests indicate the mean

separation rate for plans using reciprocity agreements was

not significantly different from the mean separation rate for

plans not using reciprocity agreements. Thus, the T-tests

give no basis upon which to reject the null hypothesis, i.e.,

that reciprocity agreements are ineffeetive in increasing

worker mobility for vested plan participants in multiemployer

plans. The inability to reject the null hypothesis indicates

no support for the assumption that worker mobility among

vested participants in multiemployer plans is inereased by

benefit preservation through the use of reciprocity

agreements.

The multiple regression analyses were conducted to

determine if there were joint effects from the use or nonuse

of reciprocity agreements and other variables on the

separation rate. Negligible
R2's were computed for each

_ year analyzed. Thus, the multiple regression analyses

provide no support for the assumption that the use of

reciprocity agreements in eonjunction with other variables

including company age, industry type, geographie location and

company size promotes increased worker mobility among vested

participants of multiemployer plans.
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Discriminant analysis was used to determine if there was

a signifieant relationship between the use of reciprocity

agreements and other variables such as plan age, industry

type, company size and geographie location. The discriminant

analysis indicates a high Wilks Lambda statistic for each

year studied thus indicating the grouping variables were not

significantly eorrelated with the use or nonuse of

reciprocity agreements. The lack of signifieant correlation

as revealed by the diseriminant analysis is considered

important in two respects. First, the use of reciprocity

agreements is apparently a random process within

multiemployer plans thus it does not appear in any unique

setting. This finding gives support to the ability to

generalize the findings of the research beyond multiemployer

plans. Secondly, since there is no significant correlation

there is no multicollinearity problem in terms of the

coefficient and standard error for the variable A in the

multiple regression analysis.

Conelusions

The results of this study have broad policy implications

in the pension and tax area. Much of tax policy and pension

policy is based on assumptions that are not supported by

empirical evidence. Two such assumptions are that workers

are more mobile if their pension benefits are preserved and

that workers are rational when it comes to retirement
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planning.

The empirical results of this research indicates that

there is not a significant correlation between the mobility

of vested participants in multiemployer plans and pension

benefit preservation. Furthermore, the results indicate that

workers are not greatly influenced by pension benefit

considerations.

In regard to mobility and pension benefit preservation,

the empirical results pertain only to vested participants in

multiemployer plans. It must be remembered that this group

is comprised of about 5 million workers among the nearly 10

million workers participating in multiemployer plans. Thus

the population studied represents a sizeable segment of the

workers in the United States. What can be said about the

mobility of other workers such as nonvested participants in

multiemployer plans and workers outside the multiemployer

plans area? While the results of the research cannot be

directly extended to other workers, consider the following.

1. The multiemployer plan coverage is in excess of nine
million workers with about one—half of these being
vested participants. Thus, the results of the study
do not have to be extended to other workers to make
a significant statement about worker mobility and
benefit preservation.

2. The manner in which the mobility assumptions are
stated in the ERISA legislative history clearly
indicates that Congress believes that worker mobility
will be increased whereever pension benefits are
preserved. This research presents one example of
a situation where this assumption can be seriously
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questioned. If the Congressional assumption is
drawn into question in one setting, then certainly

this assumption should be reviewed for other
settings. This is especially true when significant
amounts of revenue are foregone partly because
Congress assumes that worker mobility thus economic
efficiency is enhanced.

3. There are few covered pension participants who have
more to lose than vested participants in
multiemployer plans. Most of the multiemployer plans
are defined benefit plans which means that
backloading is a serious problem. Thus, the first
ten years of vested service in a defined benefit plan
are of relatively little value without a reciprocity
agreements that combines service and permits benefit
computation on the high years of salary which occur
at the end of the working life. Full vesting has
little meaning if the benefit is inconsequential.
A participant in a multiemployer plan who is fully
vested will forfeit substantial benefit if there is
termination without the benefits of reciprocity
agreement. The first ten years of service without a
reciprocity agreement could be worth as little as

one—fifth the first ten years of service with a
reciprocity agreement. Therefore, if any worker
should be tied to a job because of the threat of
pension benefit forfeitures it would be the vested
participant in a multiemployer plan because nearly
all of these workers have a mininimum of ten years
of service which are going to mean relatively little
if they leave without the protection of a reciprocity
agreement.

Implicit in the ERISA legislative history is the

assumption that workers are rational in terms of pension

planning. Workers are viewed as rational individuals who

consider the effect of their decisions such as a job change

on their retirement benefits. This assumption of rationality

is not supported by this research. This research indicates

that workers in multiemployer plans who stand to lose

significant pension benefits will make a job change decision
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without giving substantial weight to the pension loss.

As our population continues to age, the need for

adequate pension benefits will become increasingly apparent.

The political influence of the senior segment of the

population will grow correspondingly as the likelihood of

intergenerational conflict concerning a just allocation of

the resources. If workers do not approach retirement issues

in a rational manner perhaps there is a need for increased

government involvement in the retirement area.

Such increased government involvement does not have to

be viewed in a paternalistic manner. There is a substantial

body of economic thought which lays a framework for the

legitimate involvement of government where external

diseconomies arise. Pigou defines externalities as where,

"... one person A, in the course of rendering some service,

for which payment is made to a second person B, incidentally

also renders services or disservices to other persons... of

such a sort that payment cannot be exacted from the benefited

parties or compensation enforced on behalf of the injured

parties."88 For example it is generally accepted that

government has a role in controlling the external diseconomy

involved in pollution. The polluter would not otherwise bear

the full cost of the enterprise which includes the cost of

88
A.C. Pigou, The Economics of Welfare Ath ed. (London:
London School of Economics, 1932) p.183.
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cleaning up or protecting the environment.

Are there externalities in the pension area? The worker

and the retiree although physically one person may be viewed

emotionally and rationally as two separate persons whose

interests are in conflict. The worker wants current
”

consumption while the retiree wants current saving with

consumption postponed until retirement. Thus, employer and

the worker may very well conduct retirement planning in a

manner which ignores the cost to be borne by the retiree.

When the situation is viewed from this standpoint,

government may have a legitimate role to establish pension

policy in regard to the external diseconomy suffered by the

retiree. To those who rue government involvement in the life

of its citizens, Samuelson notes,

Much as you and I may dislike government interferences
in economic life, we must face the positive fact that
the motivations for higher living standards that a free
market channels into the Walrasian equilibrium when the
special conditions for that pattern happen to be
favorable— these same motivations often lead to social
collusions and myriad uses of the apparatus of the
state. For good or evil these may not be aberrations
from laissez faireagbut theorems entailed by its
intrinsic axioms."

Finally, the results of the research have importance in

regard to the estimation of the cost of agreements.

Although the actuarial domain is referred to as a

89 Paul Samuelson, The Journal of Political Economy
(December 1958): 467-482.
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science, it may be more art than science. The actuary

certainly deals with scientific methods and statistical

analysis in performing the actuarial function; however, there

is always an element of educated guesswork by the actuary.

In the area of estimating the cost of a reciprocity

agreement there is limited experience upon which the actuary

can make an estimate. While thirty years of experience with

reciprocity agreements may appear to be a significant amount

of time, actually thirty years experience is scanty evidence

upon which an actuary can form an opinion. Relatively few

plans participating in reciprocity agreements have sufficient

experience to estimate the Cost because the workforce which

has received coverage under these plans is only now beginning

to retire. The actuary in most cases will not know who is

going to claim retirement benefits under reciprocity

agreements until the worker retires and makes the claim.

This research should assist the actuary in making the

estimate of the cost of reciprocity agreements. The actuary

is going to be conservative in cost estimation when facing

the unknown. Thus, the actuary could easily overestimate the

cost of a reciprocity agreement. This overestimation could

easily occur where the actuary is working under the

assumption that the worker is rational about retirement

planning and is careful about staying under the umbrella

protection of the reciprocity agreement. This research

e
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gives no support to the assumption that workers are

considering retirement matters as a significant factor when

making a job change decision. Thus, the results of this

research may influence the actuary to reduce the projected

plan liability as it relates to reciprocity agreements.

Limitations of the Research

The research was conducted on vested plan participants

in multiemployer plans. While the results of the study

provide inferences about a significant portion of the work

force, one should be cautious about generalizing to all

workers.

Due to data source limitations, the research was

confined to a three year period. A longer time period would

be preferable.

Reciprocity agreements are not standard. Their

provisions are varied; thus, the agreements' influence or

lack of influence on worker mobility may vary. Resource

limitations prevent the collection and analysis of all of the

various reciprocity agreements.

l
The independent variables used in the research

represent only a portion of those which might have been

included had the data been available. Therefore, the results

may be quite different with the addition of only one more

variable if it proved to be interactive with variable A,
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Also, the worker may be moved without his consent by an

employer, thus the assumption of freedom of choice which

underlies this research may frequently be invalid. An

additional variable which may control for this limitation is

the community size. As the community size increases, there

is a greater likelihood that the worker can move to a new

employer without leaving the multiemployer plan.

Suggestions for Further Research

The relationship between worker turnover and pension

benefit forfeiture should be more fully explored. The

provisions of reciprocity agreements vary from one agreement

to the next. The amount of benefit preservation that is

provided by reciprocity agreements also varies. A thorough

study of a representative group of reciprocity agreements

would be helpful. Such a study would lead to a better

understanding of the types of preservation schemes. Also, the

variations in reciprocity agreements could possibly be

categorized and used as variables in future research.

Sample reciprocity agreements could be gathered to

determine the variation in the plans. Also, data could be

gathered indicating the specific length of service of each

departing participant as well as age. An exit interview in

which the participant was questioned concerning the reasons

for leaving would be helpful.

It is a frequent occurrence for a job changer to require

the new employer to provide additional compensation to
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replace the lost pension benefits under the previous employer. It would

be interesting to study the relationship between the additional

compensation required and the pension benefits lost. The principal

barrier to this type of research is the lack of adequate data.

Government support such as the use of the U.S. General Accounting Office

influence may be essential to the collection of adequate data.
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APPENDIX A

The has formulated a general pen-
sion reeiprocity agreement which is available to all local and
regional plans. The text of this agreement is repro-
duced below. Although each national agreement diflers in some
respects, the agreement exemplifies those national
agreements providing pro·rata-hcuefit reciprocity.

RECIPROCAL AGREEMENT FOR

This Reciprocal Agreement for teamsters pension funds (here-
inafter called “Reciprocal Agreement") is made and entcred
into by and among the Boards of Trustees of the signatory Pen-
sion Funds which provide retircment and pension benefits for
employees represented for the purpose of collective bargaining
by one or more local unions afliliated with the

l 0 7 _
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The Effective l)ate of this Reciprocal Agreement shall be, for

each signatory Pension Fund, the date set forth as the "l€ffective

, Date" on the signature page used by the Fund tn lwroinc a party

to this‘Reciprocal Agreement and such läffeetive l)ate shall have

the significance set forth hereinafter.
‘

The persons who sign this Reciprocal Agreement shall be
limployer or Union Trustees of the Pension Fund on whose be-

half they sign and who are duly anthorized to execute this Re-

riprocal Agreement for the pension (und they represcnt (herein-

after called individually and collectively the "trustees").

\VlTNESSE’l‘l{:

WHEREAS, the Trnstees of each signatory Pension Fund

acting under separate Trust Agreements, are authorized and

empowered to grant and administer reti_rement and pension
benefits, under their respective retirement and pension plans, to
employees who are or have been represented in collective bar-

gaining by Local Unions afliliated with the
; and

Wlll·ll{l£AS, many employees have been, are or may be from
time to tinte employcd by employers under contract to contribnte

to one of the signatory Pension Fnmls and at another time em-

ployed by an employer under contract to contribute to another
of the signatory Pension Fulnds based on the hours worked by

such employees and, as a consequence, an employee may be

subject to the provisions of different pension plans; and
WHEREAS, many employees whose employment has been, is

or may be dividcd among employers obligated to eontribute to

more than one of the signatory Pension Funds may not be
eligible for any pension benefits from any signatory Pension
Fund or may not qualify for a full pension benefit because their

· years of covered employment have been or will be dividcd among
various employers and Local Union jurisdictions; and

WIIEREAS, the Trustees of each signatory Pension Fund de-
sire to provide Partial Pensions for employees who would be
ineligible for any pension benefits from any signatory Pension
Fund, or would not qualify for full pension benefits under any
one of the signatory Pension Funds administered by the Trustees,
because their years of covered employment have been dividcd
between employers making contributions to two or more such

Pension Funds; and
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WHEREAS, the Trustees of each signatory Pension Fund

have each adopted an amendment to their Pension Plan govern-

ing eligibility for and payment of Partial Pensions, in the form

annexed hereto as Exhibit A; and
WHERE.-\S, the Trustees of each signatory Pension Fund de-

sire to provide for the implementation of the amendments

providing for Partial Pensions and the establishment of uniform

procedures to carry out the terms of this Reciprocal Agreement:

and
VVHEREAS, the 'Trustees of each signatory Pension Fund

executing this Reciprocal Agreement on behalf of their respective

Pension Fund represent and warrant that they have been duly

authorized to make, exeeute and deliver this Reciprocal Agree-

ment,
i

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the premises, it is

mutually understood and agreed as follows:
Section I. Recognition-Each signatory Pension Fund, for

the period it is bound by this Reciprocal Agreement, recognizes

each other signatory Pension Fund as a "Related Plan" for the

purposes of the Article attached as Exhibit A, and for the fur-

ther purposes set forth in this Reeiprocal Agreement.
Section 2. · Coopera¢ion—The effective administration of

Partial Pensions benefits by the Trustees of the signatory Pension

Funds requires that each Fund exchange information with re-

spect to the credited service of persons covered hy such Fund,

the status of Partial Pensions paid from time to time by such

Fund and the details of the plans of benefits provided by such

Fund. The Trustees of eaclt signatory Pension Fund agree to

cooperate in the exchange of relevant information and docu-

ments to perrnit implementation of the Partial Pensions provi-

° sions in the attached Iixhibit A. Each signatory Pension Fund

shall comply promptly with any reasonable written request by

another signatory Pension Fund for information or data neces-

sary to carry out the purposes of this Reciprocal Agreement.
Section 3. No Change in Exhibit A-—The Trustees of each

signatory Pension Fund agree that no change shall be made in

the provisions of the Article attached as Exhibit A, either by

change of language or by any modification of the Pension Plan

which would have the effect of changing the provisions of ·Ex-
hibit A. lt is further agreed that the only way a signatory Pension

Fund can terminate the operation of the provisions of Exhibit .·\
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is to follow the '°tertnination'° provisions of this Reeiprocal

Agreement set forth in Section 7 hereof.

„Scctitm 4._ Effective Date-'l“fte tlatc this l{ecipt‘ot·:tl Agree~

ment lwcotnes operative as to any signatory Pension Fund shall

he the date shown as the "l·ZfI“ective Date" on the signature page

· used hy the Fund to become a party to this Reciprocal Agree-

ment. The date this Reciprocal Agreement becomes operative

as to any two signatory Pension Funds shall he the Effective

Date of each such Related Plan if they are the satne Effective

Hate or the later of the two liffetrtive l)ates if they are not the

same.
Section 5. Ihtration 0/ Rcciprncal Agrcemcnt—Tltis Recipro·

cal Agreement shall first he operative when at least two Pension

Funds hecome signatories and shall continnc to hc operative so -

long as two or more Pension Funds contintte as signatories.
‘

Section 6. (Icntral Fifing ol Rcciprocnl Agreement.:-Witltin

ten days front the date of cxecution of this Reciprocal Agreement

each Pension l·'und which hecontes a signatory shall file a signed

copy of the Reciprocal Agreement and the attached lüxhihit A

with eat h of the following:

“
lt is understood that the said

will cause to he published periodically, hut at.

teast annuatty a nst of all Pension Funds which have hecome antl

which remain parties to the Reciprocal Agreement hased on the

üling of a copy of such Reciprocal Agreements with thent as

provided for in this section antl hased on the lifing of notices of

termination of participation in tltis Reciprocal Agreement as

hereinafter provided. Such puhlication shall he in a form which
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will assure appropriate notice to representatives of all signatory
Pension Funds.

. Section 7. Termination—The Trustees of any signatory Pen-
sion Fund may terminate_such Fund's participation in this Re-
ciprocal Agreement upon 90 days written notice in advance of g
the date of such termination provided that such written notice
complies with the following:

ia.
It states the effective date of terrnination of participation
in the Reciprocal Agreement and such date shall not be

- less than 90 days from the date of mailing of such written
notice. l

b. A copy is sent by certified mail addressed to each of the
following:

c. It is signed by a majority of the Union and Employer
Trustees of the Pension Fund.

It is agreed that once a signatory Pension Fund has terminated
its participation in this Reciprocal Agreement it may not there-
after become a party to this agreement unless written consent is
received from all Pension Funds participating as signatory
Pension Funds at the time such Pension Fund may wish to
reparticipate.

Section 8. Arbitration-«-Any dispute, controversy or claim
arising out of or relating to the application of this Reciprocal
Agreement, or branch thereof, shall be settled by arbitration.
Either signatory Pension Fund which is a party to a dispute,
controversy or claim involving another signatory Pension Fund
under this agreement which the Trustees involved cannot re·
solve within 90 days after the matter has been presented in
writing by the aggrieved or moving signatory Pension Fund to
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the other signatory Pension Fund may request arhitration of
the issue hy filing a written notice or its tlcsire for arhitration
in wltich notice it sltall set forth the nature of such dispute,
controversy or claim by certified mail. lf the Trustees of the
signatory Pension Funds involved in the tlispute cannot agree
upon_an·arbitrator within 30 calendar days, then the Trustees
of any of the signatory Pension Funds may apply to the senior
judge of the United States District Court for the District in
which the Fund has its situs, for the appointment of an arbitra-
tor to hear the unresolved dispute, and such arbitration shall be
conducted in accordance with such procedure as the arbitrator
shall determine. The award of the arbitrator shall be final, bind-
ing and conclusive upon the parties to tlte dispute and tnay be
enforced in any court of competent jurisdiction.

Section 9. Separate Liability.
a. lt is expressly understood and agreed that none of

thel

signatory Pension Funds assumes any of the liabilities or obliga-
tions of any of the other signatory Pension Funds or parties to
this Reciprocal Agreement. Each signatory Pension Fund shall
be liable solely and exclusively for pension benefits due under
its own pension plan, and no signatory Pension Fund shall be
liable for the acts or omissions of any other Pension Fund.

b. The Trustees of each signatory Pension Ftmd shall he
fully protected in acting upon any instrument, certificate, report
or paper believed by them to be genuine, and the Trustees of
each signatory Pension Fund shall be under no duty to malte any
investigation or.inquiry as to any statement, but may accept the
same as conclusive evidence of the accuracy of the statement
contained therein and the authority to malte it.

Section 10. Miscellaneous.
a. Except as”herein expressly provided, this Reciprocal Agree-

ment may not be modified, varied, or altered except in writing
cxecuted by all of the then participating signatory Pension
Funds.

b. This Reciprocal Agreement shall be construed and en-
forced according to the laws of the State and the
Trustees of the signatory Pension Funds shall be liable to ac-
count with respect to this Reciprocal Agreement, and any rights
and duties thcreunder, only in the courts of the State
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EXHIBIT A: Article __.__. Partial Pensions

Section I. Purposer-Partial Pensions are provided under this Plan for

employees who would otherwise lack sullicient service credit to be

eligible for any pension because their years of employment were divided

between different pension plans or, if eligible, whose pensions would

be less than the full amount because of such division of employment.
Section 2. Related Plans—By resolution duly adopted, the Trustees
recognize one or more other pension plans, which have executed a
Reciprocal Agreement to which this Plan is a party, as a Related
Plan.
Section J. Related Service Credits-«$ervice credits accumulated and
maintained by an employee under a Related Plan shall be rccognized
under this Plan as Related Service Credits. The Trustees shall com-
pute Related Service Credits on the basis on which that credit has
been eamed and credited under the Related Plan and certified by the
Related Plan to this Plan.
Section 4. Combined Service Credit—The total of an employee's service
credit under this Plan and Related Service Credit together comprise
the emp|oyee's Combined Service Credit. Not more than one year of
Combined Service Credit shall be counted in any calendar year.
Section 5. £ligibility—An employee shall be eligible for a Partial Pen-
sion under this Plan if he satisfies all of the following requirements:

a. He would be eligible for any type of pension under this Plan
(other than a Partial Pension) if his Combined Service Credit
were treated as service credit under this Plan; and

b. In addition to any—other requirements necessary to be eligible
under (a) , he has. under this Plan, at least two years of service

. credit based on actual employment after his Effective Date of
coverage; and __

c. He is found to be (I) eligible for a partial pension from a
Related Plan and (2) eligible for a partial pension from the
Terminal Plan. The Terminal Plan shall be deemed to be the
Plan associated with the local union which represents the em-
ployee at the time of, or immediately prior to, his retirement.
lf at that time the employee was not represented by any one
such Ioal union, then the Terminal Plan is the one to which
the bulk of contributions were paid on behalf of the employee
in the 36 oonsecutive calendar months immediately preceding
his retirement, and _

d. A pension is not payable to him from a Related Plan inde-
pendently of its provisions for a Partial Pension. However, an
employee who is entitled to a pension other than a Partial Pen-
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V sion (rom this Plan or a Related man may elect to waive the

. other pension and qualily lor the Partial Pension.

Section 6. Break: in Service—ln applying the rules ol this Plan with

mespect _to cancellation ol service credit, any period in which an em·
ployee has earned Related Service shall not be counted in tletermining

whether there has been a ;::r.od ol no covered employment sulhcient

· to constitute a break in service. Employment not covered by a Related
Plan or Terminal Plan lor less than live years shall not constitute a

break in service.
Section 7. Election ol Pensions—li an employee is eligible (or more

than one type oi pension under this Plan, he shall beentitled to elect
the type ol pension he is to receive.
Section 8. Partial Pension Amount—-The amount of the Partial Pen-

sion shall be determined as iollows:
_

a. The amount of the pension to which the employee would be «

entitled under this Plan taking into account his Combined
Service Credit shall be determined, then

b. The amount ol service credit earned with this Plan since

january l, l955, shall be divided by the total amount ol Com-

bined Service Credit earned by the employee since january l,

l955, then
c. The iraction so determined in (b) shall be multiplied by the

pension amount determined in (a) and the result be the
Partial Pension amount payable by this Plan.

Section 9. Payment of Partthl Pensions-The payment of a Partial

Pension shall be subject to all oi the conditions contained in this Plan
applicable to other types ol pensions including, but not limited to,

retirement as herein deüned and timely application. Partial Pension
payments subject to this Artide shall be limited _to monthly pension
payments to a pensioner or to monthly payments or death benefits to
the survivor ol a pensioner.
Section 10. Eßective Date—This Article and the payment ol partial
pensions hereunder, shall be eüective on

_____,____.._ l96,_.
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O

5 g UNITED STATE GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE
E?) WASHINGTON, D.C. Zßll

*!~¤u••"

BQIIIAL GOVIINMET
DIVIIION

June 1, 1984

Re: Plan Number

Dear Plan Administrator:

Adequate retirement income is a major concern in our

society. As a larger proportion of the population enters

the retirement years this concern will increase.

Congress is studying the problem of inadequate retirement
income. As part of the study, the U.S. General Accounting

Office is evaluating the transferability of benefits. In
order to further this study, your help is needed.

Please complete the questions below and return this letter
in the envelope provided by June 15, 1984.

1. How many employers participated in your pension plan for

the plan year beginning in 19797 19807
‘ 19817

2. A reci rocit a reement is a contract between two or more
financially independent pension plans by which they mutually

agree to recognize service in the other plan or plans for
specifically defined purposes such as to prevent a break in

service or to provide eligibility credit or to determine
benefits.

Did your plan participate in at least one reciprocity
agreement in 1979 (Yes__No__)? 1980 (Yes__No__)7

1981
(Yes__No__)7

Thank you for your assistance.

Sincerely, ·

Rosslfh S. Kleeman
Associate Director

l 1 1 7



APPENDI‘< D

Codes for Principal Business
Activity and Principal Product or Service

These industry titles and definitlons are based. in general, on the Enterprise Stand~
ard Industrial Classification system authorized by the Statistical Policy Division, .
Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs. Office of Management and Budget, to

._ classify enterprises by type activity in which they are engaged. The system follows
closely the Standard Industnal Classification used to classlfy establlshments.
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S I H I wm Fotortxenic1711
Plumolng. heatlng. and air condltloning.

'**‘°°“ "°"*" *'“"°"•
"‘°"‘ """"‘°'V

5030aeintlnga papemanglng. and deooratzng. **‘V****•'¤“•"0‘“0""" ‘ 5040 Sportlngäzecreanonaä. Dh0=0QTI¤h|C. and
ca

‘
ta neo s.t I.an su¤¤ les.

1740 Masonry. stoneworlnand plaatering. crazdwzfx screer 5050 Metgrsg and nwnarals, except petroleum
1750 Carpentarmg and Iioorine. rneenlne preeucts, odlts. and IIMIIII prod- and acrap.
1701 Raellngand lHOlIMIIllI0fK• neu, 5000 Electrlcaigooda. _ 33430 Plumblng end heatlng. except electric and 5070 Ilardcrare. plumomg and heating •qu¤p·

• ' , MMI
1790

W*¤*"¢"•°“*
*P•¢Il‘

***0*
99****0** 3440 structural metal products. 5003 Farm machinery and equipment.

äzgg lorging=ar:‘d sämmmlu. “Nk“~ 5009 machlnary, equipment. and sup-
3 ggqq 0r=„;I•§;ä‘r3¤_i'ér,äe;-eerlee,eeceptveh•cIea 5090 Otharduraolegoode.

Feedandllednd andeutet III W „ 'III
3490 Mist-. laoricsted metal product N•¢¢I•*•N*|*

2010
'“**

°'°°“¢‘*-
‘5110 P per and paper products.v„•¤N„_ laenlnery, eacept eleetrkelt 5129 07ugs.·«:.rug proprietariea. and drugglatf

2040 drum mlll products. 3520 rem rneenlnery, sun rl d Ü2050 Baltery products. 3530 Construction, mrning and materials
han-2000Sugar and confectlpnery product dllng mechlnery and equipment. m•.”-nd M.-!wmunt2001 Malt Ilquore and malt. _ 354-0 M•¤|v0rIll¤I I'¤I¤¤III•I‘Y-

· 5147 Maeteand meet pr¤¤¤¤ß-2000 Alconollc oaverages, except malt llquora 3550 SDOCIII Industry machinery. except metal- 51s¤.F“m Dmdudnel mnumu"‘° ""“· ‘°"“"° m·°'“”·"‘
5160 Chernlcalsand allled products.Bottle? soft drinklts. ax! Ilavorlcngs. ganeral industäel Pnmuum mduvolmmOtherood and lndr produ s. ice. comßtl 09. ¤¤W '

zum T°¤·w° m.m“·cm"".
3590 and turuines. service industry ¤fa¥.“l?l:7i{::‘l(::l12;t•·ods. •

Teatlle-mlll areductsx rneenuiery. and otner rnacninery. except
rezäing mnla and textlla linishirlg.

""V‘°"·
RHAIL Tux

2298 product hargware, garden supply,
Apaerel and •tIert•¤||• •t•¢•¢¤=

3530 nouseneld appllances. _ . bu ldi t I5,1, „„„., ,,,3 „,„,. „,,,„,,„,_ 366; «„i„, «•l•.„i„„, and ¤¤«•«•««•c•¤¤« 52** 5:3;*;
"‘°

°""' '
"‘

and mildrerys clggäng. Md saugt, stores.
eu. a, n . ur s an ar ware‘ I0¢IYs=|I¢"0;II•l':YIIL 7 ' 3698 00*** "'¢V"

'0‘·"°""'“· 5261 Retail nurserieaand garden stores.
2390 Misc. Iabricated textile products. 5271 Mooilehomedealen.ruepertethl ament
Lu••araed••ed•redecta.eae•atr•rnIti•r•: 7 ounm, M1 d

·°„„„;_ ßeeeretrnareaeadleex
2015 Loeel CIHIDI end log Ill} cpntracmre. 3725 Alrcralr.-gui::d.r':•im:; and part!. _ ggg; uvm},un";

savrm1“sandpIaningml8s. 3730 Ship IH DGI! b\·IIl0II"9 III0 '•00""‘9· 5390 Omergenerelmerctlandlaeatoree.
2430 Mlllwortc plywood. and related products. 3790 0mer eanseonauen equipment-



Code Code Code'°°‘ "°"•= ‘
mwecc. msurwrcc. mo neu. man

72‘*
°*'°•' *'*°¤*7251 Shoe repatr and hat cleaning Sh¤¤8.

6*11 0Y¤¢!N !!¤f•!-
”

. 7261 Funeral service; and crematonea.
5420 Meatand fish markets and treezer prdvi- :3*hl-
7299siortefs.30

_

5431 Fruit stores and. vegetable market;.60605441
Can¤v.n¤t. and c¤n••ct¤¤n•rv •t¤r••- 6090 Bank;. except mutual savings DIHK! and PW ^°“"**•“‘¤· „

5451 Dairy products store;. ung II°I;III¤ ;°III¤.I„II·; 340 Services to building;.
5460 Retail balreries. 7370 Computer Ind data oruceearng sources.
5490 Otner 100d stores. credit egeecree etner taaa aaaae: 7392 :V!::·•o•m•ntLmn¤ul¤ng. and public rela-

6120 Saving; and loan eaaoclations. 739; Q
uw":.

I -Auterrretlvedaalers and nrvlce statlerrs: 6I;° g„“I.I.I IIINII U I I
°

‘_ ¤¤¤¤¤••M MMI! IM! II¤¤9-
55 1 1 Newar dealer; (ÜIIINZÜIIIQG). 6150 Buameu CfldllTistxtuloflels.6199 Other Cllüll agencies. Automotive repair arrd nulcea:

u an Y
5541 Gasoline service station;. $•¢\!'!*!• ¢!!"'!•¢!*Y

!¤‘•*•¤• ¢|!*•¤« ll-
mumul

5551 Boat dealer;. ctarreee. III seulceex 7520 ^III¤I„°¤II· „,IIIIIII_
$561 R¢¢MI!¤9¤!!‘MV“¤W¢9IW'!· 6212 Security underwrnting syndicate; 7531 ÄUl0||\0¤Ill top and body repair shop;.
5571 !!*¤*¤MY¤!¤¤•!!!'!- _ 6218 Security brolier; and dealer;. except 7538 General automobile repair snops.5599 Aircraftand other aulbmoilvlGIIIIYS- 6299 unuerzgtgtg qgpgtgm nd ¤ I gtrier erägmcbile reparr shop;.

comm s con a erse eeersz uomo •;•rv•c•a.exc r r.

^”°'°"""°°°“°""°'°*‘ . .
··=¤··~ ····'=···········~

•-=·····¤·•= •··¤ a«.„„......„„„•„..„•...-°°‘ °°°°
ääéä v'¢:.'J2!„$'2‘3.%‘l.„„°‘“"L”„..°"’.‘l"'""""'°°‘ ‘"'°" """‘°" mz Radio .„„ TV „„.„ .„„.‘

.
5631 wom•n'a accauory and specealty store;

!¤••*!•¤! ‘
7628 Electriul reparr snope. except radio ana

5641 Children';and intant.;' weerstore;. 6355 Lile insurance. TV- .5651 Family clothmgatoree. 6356 Mutual insurance. except lile or marine 76‘! R•¤¤0¤!!m IM lvrnllurr Moll'-
5661 Shoestores. . ING certain fire or llood maurence com- 7680

0*****
ml WWW! MW" !'•¤¤!·

5681 Fumera and fur ;hops. anie;.5699 Other apparal and acoesaory store; §mer ir•suranc•‘companre;.“” ?;?;'M:‘I‘:"‘Fcw md cu dl wunaurance egan ;. brolur;. _ service; n pi re p u on. atri on.
:;*55u.3

"
Inu" N5-5'M““' '“ •—

I Wü WWW! 7830 fvlngtlon Jicture theater;
' . 6511 R l eatat tor; ¤leeaorz lnaeeiaeet end reueettee eanlceaz„g M"; G5!6 ol rn¤nmg._¤• . and eimilarprog-BMI

Uflil I1 IICI I II ° NI fl
5722 "" °"°" "*' 7933 Bovrlrne aller;. I _
5732 Radio and teleemon atore; 7980 Other amuaement and racreatiort aervrces.
5733 ““"°

"°"" ggg; 5;.0¤%9!?:0"°* :‘$!§•¢- HIIIWC eed aaarta aanlaaaz=····•
··· ·······• ······· ., ·.·~—.,„§,,„,“

"‘‘
‘„"°'„,.,,,,.°‘°""‘ 2221 Smm 2.* 2::;*.·*.;···

otner mlwmdn anyrlciana.
- 1 COFIIBÖIIIÜ real estate. ineurance. loan; !¢*¤'¥

· 8042 ONICII of optomatnat;
Ilecellaoeerla retall ehren:

'“° I"' °m°”‘
goa; ggg gjjygq „g ggjqßg} mag;

5912 Drug atores and proprtetary aaore; .
„'“"' “‘ ‘°"

""‘—•"°•"’e'5"‘
8050 Nurämg an:per;onal ure lacilitie;.

592; uggq gu"; 6742 Regulated lrrveatment comoanre; 8060 ltoepitala.
5931 uag mucpunggg ggga; _ 6743 Reel estate investment trust;. _ 8071 Mediul lahoratoriee.
5941 Sporting Qoodl atores and blcycle shop; 6744 Small business rrrvestrnent combenrea. 8072 Dental laboratorre; _
5942 ggg; ug"; 6749 Holding and other investment companies. 809I Oma HIIÜÖZI and health service;
5943 Stjgjgngpy mg"; except bene holding compemea.
5944 Jewelry store; 0**!*"W‘*
5945 Hobby. toy. and game shop;. · gu; uu; awk.;
5946 Camera und nnowornonrc www

¤¤r•¤~
Im.- U-. szoo Educatlortal services.

5947 Gilt- n¢••ltr• •n¤ •¤w•n••· •n•¤¤~ ‘°‘

"""'

"‘“"
sst 1 Engineering am arcrmeetum urvscea.

5948 Luggage and leather Qoodl stores. 7012 Hotel;99325949
Sevung. noedlelofk. and place good! court; .„g uggaa.
9¢¤M!- WF"! !!& A servicee.

5961 M
’l

ord houae;. 7032 Soortl nd recreetlonalum2%

~‘·=“*a· ···'···*· 7221 ä'·“··”?·%•··1^„:*.a~·::.*·-....‘{ „.. “”° “'““‘"°" "°
"°‘

r se ing organiza ion;. rganiaa one aa mg see
5982 Fuel. and Age raeelfrs (eacept fuel oil and on e |hIfI\X|'IÜ|1ß beat; TAX•¤DIPl’ XANIZATIONS

bott a ee er; . , I
que m ga; ann ea a e ng. u n m ' nder(ootoeo gu). 7215 l url nd dry cle ni $2 l it Ixtl

5992 Florian 7219 °U|IF aundry, cleaning and germent nrv- section Efcttt) gl luna
.l=t:mal °l?e3•nue

5993 Clgar store; and uanda. rce; Code.
5994 New; dealer; and newaetands. 7221 Photographic atudloe. portrait. 9319 Omer ¤x·exernpt organization;
5996 Other miacellaneou; retail store;. 7231 Beeuu shop; 9904 Governmental inetrurnentallty or agency.



APPENDIX E

Bureau of Labor Statistics
Regional Offices
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Region I Region IV Regions VII and VIII

1603 JFK Federal Building 1371 Peachtree Street. NE. 911 Walnut Street

Government Center Atlanta. Ga. 30367 Kansas Clty. Mo. 64106

Boston. Mass. 02203 Phone: 1404) 881-4418 Phone: 1816) 374-2481

Phone: 1617) 223-6761
Region V Regions IX and X

Region II 9m Floor 450 Golden Gate Avenue

Suite 3400 l Federal Office Building Box 36017

*515 Broadway 230 S. Dearbom Street San Franclsco. Callf 94102

\lew York. N.Y 10036 Chlcago. lll. 60604 Phone: 1415) 556-4676 .

==mne; 1212) 944-3121 Phone: (312) 353-1880

Region lll Region VI

3535 MBYKBK Street Second Floor
R O Box 13309 555 Gnfiln Scluare Building

Pmladelohla. Pa. 19101 Dallas. Tex. 75202
Rhone: 1215) 596-1154 Phone: 1214) 767-6971
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